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Themes of Power and Identity in Rawi Hage’s Novels, 

Cockroach and Carnival 

	

Hiba Kamel Chamandi 
	

 
ABSTRACT 

 

Lebanese immigrant literature in the North American cities have always dealt with 

the concerns and the challenges of the Arab and the Lebanese immigrants in the 

west. Rawi Hage, a Lebanese-Canadian novelist, tackled the themes of power and 

identity in two of his novels, Cockroach (2008) and Carnival (2012), the core of this 

study. The analysis of both literary texts comes from the perspective of how the 

identity of migrants is being constructed in multicultural communities that are built 

in many cases on the policies practiced by a dominant culture. The method used to 

examine these texts is literary analysis that focuses on finding images from both 

novels to support the social theory that revolves around the dynamics of identity 

construction within multicultural communities. 
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Chapter One 

 Introduction 

	
 “Fiction is overrated, Fly. We’ve discussed this. In the time, it takes those 

novelist…to contemplate a few poetic passages, a thousand kids die from 

malnutrition. Immediacy, man, that’s what counts. What do you say, Fly?” 

Fiction would still be my first choice. Let’s not underestimate the power of 

imagination.” (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 138) 

“I wondered how I had ended up here. How absurd. How absurd. The 

question is, where to end? All those who leave immigrate to better their lives, but I 

wanted to better my death.” (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 160) 

Displacement and mobility play a role in shaping the cultural production of 

diaspora which in many instances take the form of literary works. Literature 

produced in exile has started to receive attention in the diasporic and migration 

studies, considering it as a platform to convey the life of migrants and people in 

exile.  In reference to the above lines, the social field of study should not 

underestimate the ability of fiction to deliver messages. The social theory might 

sometimes neglect the personal stories of struggle. Taking the Lebanese diasporic 

novel as an example of the Lebanese diaspora’s cultural production, we will see that 

it has a history that can be traced back to the end of the 18th century. This history of 

literary production has gone through many stages and has evolved due to its direct 

and indirect influences; still many consider it as a medium that gives the voice to the 

daily dilemmas and challenges that people in exile suffer from. 

Elusive characters with a very complex personal history are the protagonists 

of Rawi Hage’s Cockroach (2008) and Carnival (2012). The title Cockroach, as a 
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first glance, gives the reader the impression that it is a metaphor of a certain situation 

the main character lives. However, by the end of the book Rawi Hage wants us to 

believe that the protagonist perceives himself as a cockroach living in the 

underground escaping the prevalent systems and powers practiced on him as a 

migrant. With Carnival, we assume that the book is going to be about a more vibrant 

and pleasurable experience. However, as we progress with the events, we come to 

notice that the title is a metaphor of not just jubilant event or performance but rather 

a parody of dominant systems and ideologies that the main character, Fly, is 

confronting in his daily life as a taxi driver.  

The common aspect about these two books, besides being written by a 

Lebanese-Canadian author beyond the borders of his homeland, is that they are both 

dealing with the dilemmas a migrant may encounter in the host country. Both 

protagonists are on personal quests, not necessarily deliberate, that would allow them 

eventually to discover their identity as individuals in the host countries and in the 

world. 

  As readers, we can deduce that the identity of the protagonists is suffering 

from an improper recognition due to imposed conformity of the dominant systems. 

There is an issue of an identity that is in direct confrontation with its surrounding. It 

is a theme that has been part of the Lebanese diasporic literature which captures the 

‘worldliness’ and the circumstances that triggered creating such works. Referring to 

Edward Said, Bayeh explains that texts produced by Lebanese diasporic writers need 

to be read critically by situating them in a worldly context of a dialogue: a dialogue 

between the text and the surrounding (Bayeh, 2010).  This will provide the reader 

with a proper insight to the significance of such texts. In other words, the study will 

show the significance of critically studying and examining such literary texts that are 
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considered another dimension of exploring the dilemmas the Arab migrants 

encounter in host countries. 

1.1The History of Lebanese and Arab Migration  
	
 As I find it necessary to study the migratory movement of the Lebanese 

diaspora throughout history and specifically during the years of the Lebanese Civil 

War (1975-1990), we will come to see that such a historical background is 

significant within the context of this study in order to understand the motives behind 

the protagonists’ decision in migrating to Montreal, Canada and in understanding 

certain dimensions within their identities as  migrants who want to integrate in the 

host country. The background is also essential in order to analyze the differentiated 

narratives of migrants in dealing with the ordeal of moving to a new geography, 

system and ideologies. The study, however, will show later that our protagonists are 

not conforming to the prominent patterns of migration where they are both seen 

challenging not just the system and the geography of the world around them; they 

are even challenging the socio-economic studies that revolve around the patterns of 

migration. In another word, we don’t see that Hage’s narrators portray typical 

success migration stories. The protagonist in Cockroach for instance challenges the 

stereotypical images usually produced or promoted about migrants. He doesn’t seem 

to have a purpose in life and he doesn’t even think about returning to his country of 

origin. Even in Carnival, Fly, the main character, roams the city aimlessly in his cab 

without a very clear idea about his destination; he is just driven by the urge of not 

having a motionless life. 

1.2 Multiculturalist Canada and North America 
	

The setting of both novels is most probably a multicultural society. In 

Cockroach, there are explicit hints that the events are taking place in Montreal, 
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Canada. Also in Carnival, there are implicit details referring to the fact that the 

events are taking place in “city of the north” that hosts an annual carnival, a 

metaphor of multiculturalism since people from different backgrounds converge in 

that city to attend this carnival yearly (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 26). 

Rawi Hage’s choice of such settings is probably related to his personal 

history as someone who migrated from Lebanon to Canada because of the Lebanese 

civil war. This personal history is part of the Lebanese collective history where 

mobility and migration come at its center. Therefore, it is significant for this study to 

capture this history. 

Lebanon, despite its tiny geography in the Middle East, has always been 

present on the global migration map since the end of the 19th century (Bayeh, 2015). 

This prominent history of migration witnessed several influxes of mobility where 

each wave was triggered by local and global factors that rendered the decision to 

migrate a necessity. And with every wave, new destinations of the Lebanese 

migrants are added to their list of immigration countries. With the civil war, the 

Lebanese arrived to many countries in the region and around the world besides 

Canada. Studies show that the number of Lebanese moving to Canada increased 

dramatically during the years of civil war (Tabar, 2009; Gana, 2009).  It is estimated 

that around 40% of Lebanon’s population emigrated at the time; it is estimated that 

around 36% of the Lebanese living in Canada by 2001 actually arrived in the 1980s 

(Tabar, 2009). The war-torn country and the fighting among its different sects drove 

many people to choose destinations on the ground that these countries will accept 

them for humanitarian reasons. Canada, with its multicultural policy at the time, was 

one of those destinations that attracted the Lebanese population (Tabar, 2009).  
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Canada as a liberal country has gone through changes regarding its migration 

policies. It has always been a country of immigration and its migration policies have 

always gone through modifications. Arabs in general and Lebanese in particular 

came under the influence of such policies. With the multicultural policy that was 

implemented in the early 1970s, people started to assume that the integration into 

such community will be much easier than other ones based on the belief that 

multicultural policy ‘encouraged migrants to retain their cultures (Mann, 2012) and 

therefore they will be able to maintain an identity without being pressured to adopt 

the dominant culture’s identity. At the time and at a certain point in the history of 

this Northern state, this policy was adapted and found necessary to follow due to 

internal political turmoil, especially in Quebec in the 1960s. This region was fighting 

for its French national identity especially that Canada started to shift towards ‘new 

nationalism’ that did not perceive the English culture as the only prevalent one. 

Accordingly, there was a change in the immigration policy from being restrictive and 

discriminatory to non-discriminatory (Gana, 2009). This rendered the French 

speaking Quebec to abandon the “confederation” idea and to adopt a more unified 

Canada. Such an atmosphere was captured in the Canadian officials’ declarations 

that the multicultural policy followed would not favor certain cultures over the 

others and that all individuals would have the opportunity to practice their cultures 

freely. All citizens, regardless of their cultural backgrounds, are just Canadians 

(Mann, 2012, p. 9). 

This encouraged as mentioned earlier Arabs in general and Lebanese in 

particular to migrate to Canada where multicultural policy is believed to be practiced 

equally both on a political and a social level including Québec. Québec region 

though has always considered itself French, which it is believed was the culture that 
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founded this nation. The Québécois referred to themselves as the ‘true Canadiens’ 

(Mann, 2012, p. 10). This of course will affect the way the Québécois community 

shall perceive migrants coming from non-French culture as probably being 

considered second or third-class citizens. Especially that the House of Commons, in 

2006, ‘passed a motion recognizing the Québécois as a “nation within a United 

Canada” (Gana, 2009).   

We can say that the vision that the Canadian government had in relation to 

the purpose of the multicultural policy fell short from capturing the mechanisms of 

applying this philosophy especially in the Québec region which seems to manifest 

pride in its French history, language and culture. Such an environment will render 

other ethnic groups a minority and therefore not true Canadiens.  

 
1.3 The Significance of the study: Diasporic Lebanese Literature  
	
 It is significant to study Diasporic Lebanese literature as a medium of 

representation of the dilemmas and the challenges the Lebanese and Arab migrant 

faces away from homeland. This situation created a new context for artistic creation, 

or as Stuart Hall calls it ‘a position of enunciation’ (Hall, 1994). We can see the 

Lebanese immigrant/ diasporic novel has become an artistic platform to express 

themes and conflicts that emerge due to the confrontation between the Arabs and the 

Lebanese émigrés and the new milieu.  

A major theme that the Lebanese immigrant authors dealt with in their works 

is the theme of identity where they have analyzed it in relation to different factors. 

The identity is a multifaceted concept that captures different layers of an individual’s 

persona. Imagine those layers being subjected to various kinds of daily pressures: 
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social, economic and political. Not to mention there are the local, national, global 

levels of analyzing this identity. 

These complexities could be perceived in someone’s country of origin. Now 

imagine being exposed to those local, national, global, political, social and economic 

pressures while being a migrant involved in the field of literature and responsible for 

narrating those daily struggles. Arab migrant authors in general and the Lebanese in 

particular try to capture the migration experience and its influence on the migrant’s 

identity from abroad. They write about displacement and they themselves are 

displaced. However, it is significant that we differentiate between the author and the 

narrator. The narrator represents a complicated case of exilic identity where he/she is 

seen in a vulnerable situation being exposed to burdens and traumas. The author on 

the other hand could have possibly overcome these complexities. Rawi Hage 

declares that ‘Montreal is home’ (as cited in (Hout, 2012, p. 9)). Thus, he announces 

a self that is free, experiencing a sense of belonging his narrators don’t experience. 

So why does he write about such socially and psychologically mutilated migrant 

characters? Why wouldn’t he create a character with strong confrontational attitude 

towards all the powers practiced on him/her? Why wouldn’t he create a character of 

success? 

Rawi Hage, a Lebanese – Canadian novelist, dealt with the theme of identity 

in exile in more than one work where he tries to capture the desires and the conflicts 

that the migrants face. He wants to shed the light on the individual stories that will 

probably be lost in the collective memory. Ha Jin believes that artists should 

overcome the urge of narrating obvious events and instead create and shape stories to 

be commemorated through art. He sees that the writer in exile has a moral obligation 

towards those who have no platform and no voice to voice out their agonies (Jin, 
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2008). These social, economic, political and psychological confinements 

experienced by those voiceless individuals trap them making them unable to share 

their stories freely. Hage, as a novelist, gained this freedom of writing about such 

hybrid and tortured characters due to the sense of belonging he feels to his new 

‘home’ and which let Hage perceives himself as s ‘traveler’ who writes novels that 

satirizes nationalism, a concept that unfolds in Carnival (2012) where Fly, the 

narrator, perceived himself as a traveler and his taxi cab is his boat that allows him to 

move around detached emotionally from any roots.  

His works create images and weave plots to capture the loss, the anxiety, and 

the alienation, which are dilemmas that are considered the consequence of political, 

economic, or social factors. Regardless of those factors, it is significant that the 

narratives and the stories of the migrants to transcend the factual description of the 

migration experience. Such narratives provide the Lebanese diaspora with a special 

voice coming from the memory that explains the notions of the self, the place and 

the other (Nikro, 2005). Thus, the importance of analyzing critically such works of 

literature is that it provides the audience with an insight in relation to the migrants’ 

daily conflicts that are the results of a dialogue with new surroundings. The 

significance of the literature that Rawi Hage writes is that it is a literature that 

critiques ‘the places [he] might call home’ be it his country of origin or even the host 

country (Walters, 2005). 

The core of this study will be analyzing Rawi Hage’s novels, Cockroach 

(2008) and Carnival (2012).  

Cockroach is the second novel after his first novel, De Niro’s Game (2006). 

Many believe that Cockroach is a sequel of his first novel- a novel that tackles the 

Lebanese Civil War theme and ends with the protagonist attempting to migrate. With 
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Cockroach, we see the narrator/protagonist finally made it to a new country, Canada. 

He resides in Montreal in the Québécois region. It is supposedly to be a welcoming 

atmosphere since the author portrays the various cultures living there; however, the 

protagonist apparently struggled for seven years that he almost took his life out of 

desperation in that ‘cold place’. This incident put him under institutional scrutiny 

and he is forced to attend therapy sessions to assess his situation as a prospective 

citizen. He tries to respect the institutions by getting a job and attending those 

sessions but he cannot escape his fantasies of being a cockroach that can trespass all 

normal dimensions to create a world that falls under his rules and not the rules of the 

surrounding local or global community.   

The second novel which comes at the core of this study is Carnival that 

revolves around a character who calls himself “Fly”. He works as a taxi driver in a 

nameless North American city that has can be described as a multicultural society. 

Fly, coming from a diverse background and raised by individuals working in a 

moving circus, tends to be an individual with no clear roots or sense of belonging to 

a certain place. Unlike the narrator in Cockroach, Fly is in a better place financially 

and he is seen offering help when needed. Still, he has this tendency to fantasize that 

he is escaping the present into histories of war, conflicts, and times of colonies. 

These fantasies are an escape mechanism from his situation as an outsider living on 

the dark side of this city to realms and worlds where he discerns himself more 

powerful and capable of a change. 

 The analysis of those two novels will be from the perspective of the 

following questions: How do Rawi Hage’s literary texts manifest images of dialogue 

between the protagonists on one side and the Other? How does the dialogue with the 

inner Self contribute to full self-realization?  How does the dominant culture 
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contribute to internalizing a certain inferior perception of the “Self”? How does this 

inner perception impact the sense of belonging in a multicultural society? Do 

multicultural societies and communities nurture agents for change or delinquent 

members and outlaws?  

The above questions will be analyzed following the literary analysis method 

which will be analyzing the texts of both novels from the perspective of the above 

questions. The analysis will focus on discussing scenes, images and metaphors to 

infer themes of power and identity. The inferences of those themes in Hage’s works 

will be studied against social theories related to the construction of identity in 

multicultural communities. Scholars such as Stuart Hall and Daphne Grace will be 

essential in building background about the concept of cultural identity and how it is 

reconstructed in communities through certain dialogues and interactions with the 

Other. There will also be reference to Will Kymlicka and Charles Taylor as scholars 

who deal with multiculturalism as a social-political context that may enforce certain 

ideologies on the Other, thus triggering certain type of behavior from the Other. 
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Chapter Two 

 Literature Review 

	
Perceiving Cockroach and Carnival as Lebanese diaspora novels written by a 

Lebanese author living in Canada, the analysis will be about detecting elements that 

relate to the general theme of diaspora and its implications on identity and self-

perception within a certain space.  

Tackling Rawi Hage, a Lebanese migrant author who belongs to the vast realm 

of the Lebanese Diaspora not just across the globe but even across time, renders it 

essential to start by defining “diaspora” and studying the different contexts of this 

term and the multifaceted definitions and perspectives of this state of displacement.  

To begin with, Rogers Brubaker (2005), in his article the ‘Diaspora’ Diaspora, 

says that the definition of the word ‘diaspora’ has evolved throughout time and it is 

now encompassing more concepts based on the purpose this diaspora is being 

studied or tackled. As the title of his article suggests, there has been a dispersion of 

the term itself that it started to expand and to ‘accommodate the various intellectual, 

cultural, and political agendas’ of the nation (Brubaker, 2005, p. 1).  And thus, 

Brubaker claims that the term is now seen in the field of academics ranging from 

history, to anthropology, to literary studies (Brubaker, 2005, p. 4) 

Diaspora as a state of displacement and sometimes exile has been tackled by 

many scholars.  As a term, it has been loaded with many definitions and 

interpretations. ‘Diaspora’ as a term of Greek origin means ‘being scattered’, where 

as if we follow the word ‘exile’ which is of Latin origin, it would mean banned from 

one’s own homeland (Hout, 2012, p. 8).  James Clifford (1994) argues that relying 

on such definitions centralizes the concept of diaspora assuming that for a diasporic 
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community to exist it needs to be connected to a center or a country of origin. This, 

according to Clifford, deprives the scattered community from interacting across the 

globe (Clifford, 1994, p. 303).  There will just be emphasis on the ‘roots’ of the 

diaspora, ignoring the ‘routes’ or the passages it followed before settling in a certain 

final destination.  It is not that the land of origin is not important; however; there has 

to be emphasis given to the movements and the journeys which, besides the ‘root’ 

discourse, maintain ‘the identifications outside the national time/space in order to 

live inside, with a difference’ (Clifford, 1994, p. 8). According to Stuart Hall, “The 

diaspora experience …is defined…by the recognition of a necessary heterogeneity 

and diversity; by a conception of ‘identity’ which lives with and 

through…difference” (Hall, 1994, p. 235).  

The Lebanese diaspora, with its long history of migration, is distinct and unique 

in its perception of itself as a certain public sphere that has its ‘roots’ in a certain 

geographical territory. For instance, the first wave of migration among Lebanese 

people started by leaving a place that was not even called ‘Lebanon’ and this was 

near the end of the 19th century. The modern image of ‘Lebanon’ as a nation-state 

was established when it gained its independence from France in 1943 (Hout, 2012, p. 

24).  The migration movements from Lebanon continued sporadically and it 

escalated during the years of civil war (1975-1990). Michael Humphrey (2004) says 

that the term ‘Lebanese diaspora’ is used usually embracing all the waves of 

migration which are inclusive of the various exilic conditions of this diaspora. He 

continues by saying that the current ‘self-consciousness’ of the Lebanese diaspora 

refers to the displacement that happened mainly during the years of war and this of 

course leads to social and political dismemberment among the different communities 

of the diaspora even in their new public spheres in the host community (Humphrey, 
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2004, p. 32).  In this sense, the Lebanese diaspora is actually a socio-political 

statement, which according to Clifford, highlights a sense of collective trauma where 

their sense of identity is mainly defined by this experience (Clifford, 1994, p. 307).  

This stance will give the diasporic project a chance to mobilize and to reshape how 

the world wants to perceive them (Brubaker, 2005, p. 12).  Of course, this will be 

represented in the kind of identity they want to deliver. 

Among Lebanese migrant scholars we can witness vagueness of attitude towards 

their national identity. Amin Maalouf declares that he doesn’t like ‘roots’ which he 

sees as a metaphor of being bound and attached to a certain land of origin; however, 

he also says that he misses those ‘roots’ and that distance preserves this love for his 

‘roots’ (as cited in (Bayeh, 2015, pp. 6-9)). This ‘double consciousness’ is a 

characteristic of the Lebanese diaspora which in its turn plays a role in the 

representation of such themes in creative modes. This duality and ambiguity 

challenges the notion of one homogeneous diasporic culture, rendering cultural 

representations a medium where subjective explanations and interpretations of the 

diaspora experience disrupts the unified norms of perceiving home, place, and 

identity (Bayeh, 2015, p. 10). These new cultural interpretations are the products of 

“transnational networks built from multiple attachments” that helps the migrant 

reconstruct his/her identity outside ‘the national time/space’ in order to adapt to the 

‘inside’ but maintaining the difference (Clifford, 1994, p. 308).  

2.1 Lebanese Immigrant Literature 
	

Dalia Abdelhady (2007) says in her article, Cultural Production in the Lebanese 

Diaspora, that the Lebanese artists tend to challenge, through their cultural 

representations, the traditional concepts about home and cultural identity 

(Abdelhady, 2007, p. 41). To a certain extent, this might be true; however, this 
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notion cannot be generalized since this will be homogenizing the stance of the 

Lebanese Diaspora which, historically speaking, have gone through various phases 

of mobility, assimilation, integration, alienation, and marginalization. Thus, every 

stage might build a certain understanding of its stance and sense of belonging to the 

host community or to the homeland. Therefore, cultural representations will change 

and shift accordingly.  

For instance, many Lebanese authors, according to Hout (2012), are publishing 

beyond the geographical and the linguistic borders of Lebanon. There are many 

Lebanese migrant authors who capture their migratory and diasporic experience as 

Lebanese Arab immigrants in a foreign language far from the center of their country 

of origin. This, according to Elise Salem (as cited in (Hout, 2012), is broadening but 

also complicating the notion of Lebanon. The notion of Lebanon as a homeland has 

been tackled since the Lebanese immigrant writers first started to publish their work 

and I assume that the notion of Lebanon as a center of the Lebanese diasporas has 

been evolving ever since. With every political development that Lebanon witnessed, 

the writers in diaspora were making a conscious effort of highlighting this new stage.  

Gibran Khalil Gibran is among the pioneers when it comes to publishing his 

works in exile using the English Language. He presented himself as the voice of the 

exotic east; According to Evelyn Shakir, he portrayed the east by imagining his 

homeland as a realm of ‘mystics and prophets’ (Tabar, 2005, p. 360). At the time, 

Lebanon’s political identity was merged with ‘Great Syria’ and thus Lebanese 

immigrants in north America were referred to as ‘Syrian’ or ‘Syrio-Lebanese’.  In 

order to appear less alien and to avoid marginalization, Gibran recreated his identity 

as a mysterious representative of mysterious lands, rendering his book The Prophet 
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an unprecedented success (Tabar, 2005, p. 360); even now we cannot witness a 

success that matches that.  

Another first-generation Lebanese immigrant writer was Ameen Rihani who 

wrote The Book of Khalid in 1911 where the main character, Khaled, was less 

optimistic about not just his country of origin but also with respect to ‘America’. 

(Tabar, 2005, pp. 361-362). 

 I think that at the time, the Lebanese immigrant authors were after integration 

within the community of the host country. So, they somehow reinvented themselves 

as representatives of cultures coming from the Holy Land, the land of Christ (Tabar, 

2005, pp. 360-361). The writings of this generation of authors had a spiritual touch 

into its style that rendered the images as if they are depicted from divine realms and 

placed between the hands of the western reader. In away the Lebanese immigrant 

authors were celebrating the purity and the beauty of their home, Lebanon, in 

comparison to the cold modernity they were living in exile (Khater, 2001). 

  Another aspect that appealed to the western reader and therefore helped those 

immigrant authors to be less alienated is the theme of criticizing their homeland 

cultures where the reader can see how dissatisfied the authors were with the 

traditions and customs practiced back home. Gibran in his works tackled indirectly 

his rejection of the concept of ‘arranged marriage’ which he pictured as a 

relationship void of emotions and love  (Khater, 2001, p. 104). 

 As Lebanon gained its independence from France in 1943, the new form of 

the modern democracy that shaped the political identity of Lebanon has influenced 

how the second generation of the Lebanese immigrant authors perceived their 

country of origin. Despite the new identity which made it somehow close in its 

secularity to north America, Lebanon, in the eyes of the Lebanese Diaspora, was still 
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perceived as sacred in its sense of morality and traditions. This changed the themes 

of the Lebanese American literature in relation to that place and how they reinvented 

themselves as migrants. Evelyn Shakir referred to Vance Bourjaily (1960) and his 

book Confessions of a Spent Youth where the main character was uprooted from his 

country of origin, Lebanon, in order to live in America. This experience made him a 

‘fractional man on the face of the earth…uselessly complicated and discontent’ 

(Tabar, 2005, p. 362).  Despite the fact that this is a fictional work, Bourjaily is 

trying to project the identity dilemmas that Lebanese migrants used to experience 

due to their feelings of being torn between a host country that they seem detached 

from emotionally and a country of origin to which they feel emotionally attached but 

cannot reach physically. Lebanon at that time was captured by the Lebanese 

immigrant authors as the land of family and ‘human connection’, a situation that 

made them show certain discomfort with the individual achievement and glory 

which is gained at the expense of these human affiliations (Tabar, 2005, p. 362).  

With the 1970s, the Lebanese immigrant authors started to react to the 

atrocities of the Civil War (1975-1990) that ravaged the country for fifteen years. 

And as the country was bleeding under the pressure of different political/sectarian 

affiliations, the émigré authors found themselves producing literature tackling 

themes ranging from ‘alienation, dispossession, and exile to cries of resistance and 

triumph’ (Hout, 2012, p. 2). The war paved the way for new voices to emerge where 

many of these voices broke the barriers of taboos regarding certain topics and styles. 

The moral and social standards that characterized the previous generation of literary 

works are now questioned since the war destroyed these standards to a certain extent 

(Tabar, 2005, p. 363). The writers even started to break away from the usual way of 

narration and to adopt a chunked structure portraying metaphorically the torn land. 
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Shakir describes Koolaids (1998), Rabih Alameddine’s novel, as an original book 

due to its ‘fractured structure’ which conveys the Lebanese society ‘tearing itself 

apart’ during the years of war (Tabar, 2005, p. 363). 

Even in the post war period, authors in exile continued to publish war-related 

literature that tackled the individual’s traumas and sense of alienation. The war acted 

as a stimulus or a catalyst for certain social, economic, political and psychological 

literary themes which are considered as a cultural shift in the Lebanese literature 

(Hout, 2012, p. 1).  And since the country of origin, Lebanon, which is supposedly to 

be home and the symbol of security is disrupted and ravaged by war, the sense of 

attachment and belonging is also disrupted. Eventually the identity of the individuals 

within the Lebanese diaspora, among which are the literary people is also disrupted. 

This identity of diaspora after all is connected with the security of home; if the 

country of origin is secure, the individual’s identity tends to flourish (Bayeh, 2015, 

p. 12). Thus, imagine a country, in this case Lebanon, suffering from security issues 

which is the civil war; the sense of clear identity and belonging in relation to this 

chaotic center will not be very definitive. Therefore, literature and any cultural 

representation, reflecting this identity will be under the influence of certain local and 

global power dynamics that will play a role in shaping this new identity. Frantz 

Fanon (as cited in (Hall, 1994)) claims that the rediscovery of identity is about 

overcoming the miseries of the world and finding an ‘existence [that] rehabilitates us 

both in regard to ourselves and in regard to others’ (Hall, 1994, p. 223).  

In the case of the Lebanese Diaspora, the Lebanese authors produced 

literature in relation to this disruptive center and they produced this literature 

transnationally. It is a literature that came as a result of a violent public sphere 

/center which opened up spaces for creativity and reflections (Kabir, 2010, p. 146).  
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Besides this disruptive center, there was also the phenomenon of 

globalization which accelerated mobility of people leading to a ‘compression of time 

and space’ a characteristic of the twenty first century. Such phenomenon vaporized 

territories and led to a more globalized perspective of cultures where the world is 

seen as one global village. Thus, the local cultures disappeared along with the places 

they present (Bayeh, 2015, p. 11). Ette ( as cited in (Hout, 2012, p. 7)) says that 

postmodern writings revealed a more transcultural perception of spaces where ‘the 

temporal bases of thought and writing have become weaker’ (Hout, 2012, p. 7). This 

weak sense of past territories and local cultures led to a deep sense of alienation and 

isolation as authors were always in quest to make sense of this reality. And since 

Stuart Hall says that people tend to ‘speak and write from a particular place and 

time’, therefore such cultural identities are not static and they are in a continuous 

process of transformation since this ‘center’ is no more clear or evident (Hall, 1994). 

In the case of immigrant Lebanese authors, they were trying to make sense of 

this sense of loss in their host countries by trying to rebuild the notion of a whole 

center in order to feel whole again.  Some attempted to experience this wholeness by 

immersing themselves in a new center in the field of the world literature. Such 

literature, according to Hout (2012), is more of a globalized nature or to use her 

exact word of describing it as ‘glocal’ literature, both local and global (p. 7). This 

highlights the transculturality of such literature which in return reflects certain 

metaphors and symbols in relation to this transcultural identity. Thus, the migration 

experience for the Lebanese diaspora is not only perceived in the shadow of traumas 

and atrocities that their country of origin witnessed. In fact, they have started to see 

their cultural production as being de-territorialized and far from being just of 

national themes where they have started to acquire a more ‘hybrid’ look.  
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Dalia Abdelhady (2011) says that the experience of migration allowed the 

Lebanese diaspora to build up new identities which come as a result of living in 

various places (p. 61). Therefore, this new mix of identities made it hard for 

Lebanese immigrants to provide a very clear definition of their identities. Abdelhady 

refers to the Amin Maalouf ‘s essay In the Name of Identity: Violence and the Need 

to Belong in order to explain the transcultural identity of the Lebanese immigrants. 

Maalouf (as cited in  (Abdelhady, 2011)) expresses his way of perceiving his own 

identity by narrating how whenever someone asks him if he perceives himself more 

Lebanese or more French, he would say that he is both (p. 61). The past of Maalouf 

was Lebanon and part of it was the disrupted Lebanon. The future of Maalouf is 

France that became his second home. Thus, his cultural identity started somewhere 

but went through transformation and gained added layers of new histories by 

changing his location. This multilayered experience of different ethnic and linguistic 

backgrounds can also be seen with Rawi Hage, the focus of this study. He is a 

Lebanese-Canadian novelist who lived part of his life in Lebanon where he 

witnessed the civil war that almost tore the country apart. He then moved to New 

York before reaching Montréal, his final destination. In other words, we can say that 

Hage left his Lebanese –Arabic origin where he learned French and Arabic and 

moved to an Anglophone cosmopolitan city where he learned the English Language. 

Then finally, he reached the Quebecois Francophone region area where it was 

expected he would publish his works in French. Surprisingly for many people, he 

published his works in English. This rendered Hage a unique case not just in the 

world of Anglophone literature but even in the world of literature as a whole. His 

multilayered experiences that came as result of moving from one place to another 

enriched his works with dimensions that went beyond his national identity in order to 
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embrace more universal themes. He however attributes this complexity in his works 

to his civil war experience that affected his perception of identity and belonging 

(Sakr, 2011, p. 346). 

2.2 Anglophone Lebanese-Canadian Literature 
	
 As a Lebanese – Canadian author residing in the Francophone Québécois 

region, and publishing novels in English, Rawi Hage seems to be an interesting case 

to be tackled as part of the Anglophone Arab Canadian literature.  It is a literature 

that started in the 1970s with the first generation of Arab –Canadians who wrote in 

three languages: Arabic, English and French. These productions enriched the context 

of their production, the exilic context, ‘infusing that locus with memorial vestiges of 

the old countries left behind (Dahab, 2013, p. 269). 

The use of English Language as a medium to express emotions and 

imaginations in relation to the situation of the Arabs or the Lebanese as migrants 

started with the first wave of emigrant writers as mentioned above and it continued 

with the following generations.  

The use of a foreign language such as English is not necessarily to emphasize 

a detachment from the Arab or the Lebanese identity. Rawi Hage does not deny his 

affiliation to Arabic style in writing (Sakr, 2011). In other words, he does not show 

any intention of portraying a detachment from his Arabic identity and history. Ha Jin 

explains that emigrant writers tend to rely on another language as a survival 

technique in order to maintain or achieve success with an audience (Jin, 2008, p. 79). 

Geoffrey Nash explains that the choice of Arab emigrant writers to use English 

Language is actually a free choice and it could be the result of Westernized 

education related to the upper-class society. Regardless of the reason that pushes an 

emigrant Lebanese writer to use English language as a medium for his writings, the 
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themes are in most cases revolving around how the writer perceives his or her origin. 

Rawi Hage proclaims that he is a first-generation Arab Canadian and that he does 

not perceive his choice of English Language as a political stance but rather a ‘tool 

like photography’ (as cited in (Hout, 2012, p. 5)). However, we cannot escape the 

fact that his choice of becoming an Anglophone novelist in the French Québécois 

region is quite a statement by itself. There is quite a debate over the literature 

produced in Quebec and its national belonging in relation to the linguistic context of 

its production. Some perceive that the Francophone literature as the only genuine 

Québécois literature. Gilles Marcotte even argues about how contradictory the 

categorization of Anglo-Québec literature is. For him there should not be any 

categorization of the Québec literature which can only be a Francophone cultural 

production. The argument is mainly about the identity of the authors who produce 

Anglophone literature: are they considered Canadian authors or are they Anglophone 

writers living in Québec? (as cited in (Dahab, 2009, p. 25)).  

Despite the Canadian multiculturalism policy of 1971 and the 

Multiculturalism Act of 1988, it seems that the Arab’s contribution to the literary 

Canadian scene is still perceived as a Minor literature within a minority (Gana, 2009, 

p. 27). To explain it more plainly, the Arab authors in Québec who produce 

Anglophone literature are part of the 10% Anglophone population, a minority in the 

French Quebecois majority (Dahab, 2009, p. 25). Following Deleuze and Guattari’s 

definition of minor literatures, the Anglophone Arab Canadian literature is twice the 

minority literature in Québec not just because it is produced by a minor language 

according to the Québécois, the English, but also because it is produced by a 
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minority, the Arabs within a major language, the French (Dahab, 2013, p. 269)1. The 

long history of the Arab Canadian contribution to the literary canon is not enough to 

‘override their minority status in Canada’ (Gana, 2009, p. 27).  

Rawi Hage in his unique case of choosing the English Language fits to be 

categorized as both Anglo Québécois author and an Arab Canadian author. His 

works are considered hybrid literature that combines the attributes of more than 

language creating his own exile language which some might call ‘the language of 

difference’.  

2.3 The Arab Canadian Novel and Rawi Hage’s Novel 
	
 Hage’s work is part of a long history of the Arab Canadian novel. The first 

Arab Canadian novels were published in 1970s and they were for the Iraqi Naïm 

Kattan and the Syrian Vasco Varoujean. Kattan published two novels: Adieu 

Babylone (1975) and Les Fruits arrachés (1977). Varoujean, in addition to his short 

stories collection (1972), he published Les Raisins verts (1975) and Les Pâturages 

de la rancoeur (1977)  (Dahab, 2009, p. 19).  

In Gana Nouri’s book, The Edinburgh Companion to the Arab Novel in 

English (2013), Saad El Khadem was also considered a pioneer in the Arab 

Canadian history where he produced two novellas Men (1967) and Wings of Lead 

(1971). These two works were written originally in Arabic to be translated to English 

by El Khadem himself in 1994 (Dahab, 2013, p. 273).   

 The literary scene continued to witness production of fiction and it reached 

its peak in the 1990s. In 1991, Marwan Hassan published, The Memory Garden of 

Miguel Carranza, the first novel that took the form of the current Anglophone Arab 
																																																								
	
1	According	to	Dahab,	about	60	percent	of	the	Arab	Canadian	literature	is	written	in	French	and	10-
15	percent	is	written	in	Arabic.	Therefore,	it	is	about	25-30	per	cent	is	written	in	English	(Dahab,	The	
Arab	Canadian	Novel	and	the	Rise	of	Rawi	Hage,	2013).	
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Canadian novel. In 2003, 2004 and 2005, Hassan published Dust Number, The Lost 

Patent and As the Crow Dies respectively. These three thriller novels and due to their 

themes and settings were considered part of the Anglophone Canadian literature 

(Dahab, 2013, p. 274). 

 In 2006, Rawi Hage emerged as an Anglophone Arab Canadian novelist with 

his first English novel, De Niro’s Game, which tackled the Lebanese civil war, a 

topic he says came natural to him since he left Lebanon due to this war (Hage & 

Taras, 2013, p. 13). This work was followed by two more novels that are the focus of 

this study: Cockroach (2008) and Carnival (2012).  These three novels especially the 

last two engraved the position of Hage as an Arab Canadian author writing from 

exile and his works came as a result of an influence of exilic literature which was 

mainly about the life of Arabs and minorities, ‘mirroring …their …marginalization’ 

(Gana, 2009, p. 27).  Still Hage took his works to another level of exilic 

estrangement. Dahab (2013) describes this estrangement as ‘new, higher, 

transcendental’ (p.274). He tackles the dilemmas of immigration and exile from a 

global perspective. After the Arab-Canadian novel that tackled day to day issues, 

Hage took the novel to embrace issues of a universalized nature taking his work to 

the level of being Anglophone Canadian literature. 

 Such kind of cultural production in diaspora, in this case the Arab Canadian 

novel, has certain qualities. These are qualities related to how exile has its impact on 

immigrant author’s way of representing the dilemmas and what kind of themes 

dominate their works.  

 Edward Said (1994) says, “Because the exile sees things both in terms of 

what has been left behind and what is actual here and now, there is a double 

perspective that never sees things in isolation” (p. 60). This duality in perceiving life 
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might lead to a sense of loss and confusion; however, with exile literature/novel, this 

might be a source of creativity. For instance, Canada and Lebanon were the settings 

of Marwan Hassan’s novellas, The Confusion of Stones and Intelligence where the 

main character is seen moving between both settings in an attempt to find a space to 

escape the violence he is living. Dahab mentions another work by Hassan, The 

Memory Garden of Miguel Carranza, that shows the effect of juxtaposing the past 

and the present on individuals where a brain surgery is performed on a young 

individual in order to extract the memories of 1980s Lebanon (Dahab, 2013, p. 277). 

Upon reviewing the literature regarding the kind of analysis Hage’s books are 

exposed to, it is found that they have always been considered as books revolving 

around the motif of migration and exile. Mainly his novel Cockroach, is perceived as 

a work that “draws readers close to the (often dim) reality of migration” (Marchi, 

2014). His books are also analyzed from the perspective of post-colonial traumas 

(Libin, 2013). Syrine Hout acknowledges Hage’s works as part of the diasporic 

literature where the protagonist is portrayed as an individual who does not have clear 

affiliation neither to the host country nor to the homeland (cited at (Libin, 2013, p. 

72).  This probably something that makes Rawi be part of the diasporic literature 

which attempts to detach itself from a certain center, in this case, Lebanon. 

Said argues that such juxtaposition and paradox will make the experiences 

appear in ‘unpredictable light’ giving them a more universal perception.  Rawi Hage 

as a Lebanese-Canadian author coming from such a long history of Lebanese 

immigrant literature delivered various images of personal, local, national, and global 

history. These images came as accumulation of the dilemmas that the Arab and the 

Lebanese migrant lived throughout time, therefore, going beyond the here and now 

of the exile in order to capture more universal and global perspective. In other 
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words, Hage’s immigrant novels are not necessarily cultural production revolving 

around the identity of Lebanese diaspora only but rather revolving around the 

identity of every individual who could have lived the same traumatic experience 

regardless of his nationality or geopolitical affiliations. 
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Chapter Three 

 The Dialogue with the Other: Knowing the “Self” 

Through the Other 

 
In both Rawi Hage’s novels, Cockroach (2008) and Carnival (2012), we 

cannot help but notice that there are certain common features - narrative and 

stylistics- that characterize both those literary texts. And as with many immigrant 

authors, these features are not used randomly but rather for a purpose. This purpose 

is usually to convey themes in relation to being diasporic novels written about 

immigrants and their daily encounters. Even though Rawi Hage does not like 

categorizing his works, seeing them as “complex and multilayered” (Sakr, 2011, p. 

346), as readers we cannot escape the fact that his novels reflect immigrants as 

individuals with many internal and external conflicts emerging from being strangers 

or outsiders in a foreign space. Thus, it is inescapable at some point not to consider 

his novels as immigrant literary works produced by an author experiencing 

displacement. 

With Hage’s protagonists in the above-mentioned novels, the reader 

perceives characters, nameless to a certain extent, living in societies that try to 

impose their rules on those individuals. The result of such external influence is that 

those individuals, in this case Hage’s protagonists, develop internal resistance 

manifested in certain types of behavior or imaginations rendering them certain types 

of outlaws.  

 Both novels revolve around themes of hierarchical influences which in turn 

play a role in molding a rebellious identity of the protagonist. These hierarchical 
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influences are seen on many levels: starting with the community level impositions 

and reaching the global influences that manipulate the politics of the world and 

eventually the migrant individual.  

This chapter mainly tackles the general framework of Rawi Hage’s novels in 

relation to their plot and the sequence of events. The analysis needs to tackle how the 

plot in both novels is developing, trying to unfold events and scenes with the 

protagonists and their daily lives.  The significance of tackling the plots and the 

characters is to have an insight into the theme of identity and acknowledging the 

‘self’. After all, the plot is perceived as the world of the protagonist; it is a world that 

plays a role in shedding light on the character’s identity from the perspective of 

interactions and dialogues with the other characters. Eventually, this interaction will 

provide “knowledge” about the self. Once this knowledge about the self is attained, 

the individual will be fully aware and conscious of the source of knowledge from 

within which is by itself a source of power. “We have to gather information, that is 

how power rules. Knowledge, Fly. Knowledge and organization,” said Otto, the 

activist in Carnival (p.126). His line implies that once knowledge and recognition is 

attained, power is achieved. Still, it is significant to question recognition. What kind 

of recognition are the characters aiming for? According to Daphne Grace (2007), the 

ability to construct a ‘self’ can be achieved by the effect of power and the realities 

that the individual is encountering, thus helping him or her to redefine themselves (p. 

37). This power is a type of control that has its implication on the protagonists’ 

identities and their self-recognition. In the context of both novels, the theme of 

power is seen through dichotomies that are underscored by many images: South – 

West, cold – warm, black – white, rich – poor, citizen – migrant. In other words, the 

protagonists are living in a world with boundaries and limitations which could 
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deprive them from perceiving their true identity and possibly deprive them from 

questioning this ‘power’ and rebelling against it. Still, those individuals in both 

novels are experiencing an imaginary and fantastical power which makes them 

trespass all limitations and rules. The fact that they are in this imaginary realm of 

theirs makes them unable to recognize themselves outside this world leading to an 

‘identity crisis’ and eventually to a possible rejection of the self in the outside world.  

There is an identity crisis where they don’t recognize their ‘selves’. This 

explains Rawi Hage’s decision to keep the protagonists nameless and somehow 

nationless as an attempt to highlight this loss. In this context, many scholars tackled 

the concept of identity and gave different theories of how identity is defined and 

constructed. Stuart Hall says, “When individuals go to a new society… they 

experience a major gap between the alien culture and the self (in)formed elsewhere: 

collective and individual subjects no longer coincide” (Matthews, 2014). From here, 

the concept of ‘identification’, which is by itself a political recognition, emerged 

with Hall realizing that the individual’s identity is constructed mainly by the ‘Other’ 

who recognizes its characteristics on the back of common origin or tradition with 

another group (Gay & Hall, 2011). 

On another level, Charles Taylor questions the authenticity of 

‘acknowledging individuals’ through this system of power. Taylor argues that the 

self or the identity is constructed ‘dialogically’, meaning that it is through dialogue 

with a certain group, the identity will be shaped. What is happening though is that 

liberal communities that claim they are multicultural communities tend to burry this 

‘self’ for the purpose of containing the difference (Appiah K. A., 1994).  In this case, 

it is believed that recognizing outsiders or migrants from the perspective of the 

dominant is considered ‘misrecognition’, a situation which could possibly lead to 
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self-hatred and self-inflicted harm (Taylor, 1994).  Usually this misrecognition 

happens when the other practices a certain type of power trying to force its own 

perception of an identity, individual or collective, onto this dialogue.  

The plots in both novels contain dialogues between the protagonists on one 

side and themselves and the society on the other. These dialogues enhance the 

understanding of the identities presented in relation to the power dynamics practiced 

on those individuals. The dialogue enhances existence. In Cockroach, the protagonist 

admits this fact clearly by saying, “…I still exist. I look society in the face and say: I 

am here, I exist” (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 122). This is a direct confrontational 

statement between the ‘self’ and the society. He acknowledges his physical presence 

in this space and therefore he exists with respect to this space.  

In Carnival, the existence is referred to as the motion. The bearded lady who 

raised Fly said to him one day that there is no void (zero), there is only motion 

(Carnival, 2012, p. 26) Motion means mobility which probably could be a reference 

to the circus in which Fly was raised. It roamed Europe without stopping. Probably, 

that is why Fly chooses to be a taxi driver who is always roaming the streets 

aimlessly and not a spider taxi who would wait a call from the dispatcher to meet the 

customer at a certain location (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 9).  He is somehow telling 

the society that he exists by being this mobile taxi driver who refuses static 

situations. This aimless motion or mobility is captured in the way Hage wrote his 

plot coming out divided, chunked and without a clear path highlighting a sense of 

loss and confusion. 

 In reference to Cockroach (2008) and Carnival (2012), the path of the plot in 

both novels is non-linear, built on flashbacks between the personal or the universal 

past on one side and the local and global present on the other. Within the folds of 
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such plots, it feels that the protagonists, being nameless and nationless, are in a 

journey of self-discovery. With every step or situation, they encounter, they pause 

and reflect about their past, their present, and sometimes about their future. We see 

events unfold in this non-linear path where there are a lot of flashbacks and missing 

details or twisted truths that the reader comes to understand in unexpected places 

within the plot. It feels sometimes that time has seized to exist and they, as 

individuals, are trapped in time bubble that has its own metaphysical dimensions and 

rules. They try to capture their new world from the perspective of their own rules 

that would probably help them untangle the knots of their identities.  

 In Cockroach (2008), Hage chose to place the protagonist in a metaphorical 

and physical bubble that forced him to reflect every once in a while. The Therapy 

sessions with Geneviève, the therapist, placed the protagonist in a confession at six 

different chapters within the course of the narration. These sessions were reflective 

in their nature where each chapter opens with a therapy session where we see him 

either confessing his love to a woman – “I am in Love with Shohreh. But I don’t 

trust my emotions anymore” (p.3) – or confessing that he is talking to his cockroach-

self (p.207)2. Those therapy sessions were assigned by the local officials to assess his 

situation as a potential refugee, are what assists the protagonist and eventually the 

reader to set the events back on track. He, in a way, sees in these sessions a medium 

to assess his own knowledge about his identity. The more knowledge he gained 

about himself, the more he asserts his aims or goals. This can be detected at the 

beginning of chapter 6. Heading towards the therapist’s office, he said, “The grip of 

my boots’ soles anchored me more firmly than ever in the soil hidden beneath the 

																																																								
	
2	Even in Carnival, there are scenes where Fly seeks assistance from a doctor who has an affair with 
his Romanian neighbor but who also works in nearby clinic because he feels unwell on psychological 
level hinting to his ‘fantastical thoughts’ (p. 226)	
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street’s white surface” (p. 257). This knowledge about who he is or what he is grants 

him the power to take an action where later he gets involved in the killing of Mr. 

Shaheed, Iranian diplomat/politician as a kind of retaliation for his beloved, Shohreh. 

With this act, he embraced his identity as a cockroach, an underground creature and 

“climbed onto it (a leaf) and shook like a dancing gypsy, and I steered it with my 

glittering wings towards the underground” (p. 305).  

 What is interesting is that in Carnival (2012), Hage’s other novel, Fly, the 

protagonist, seems to be embracing the path of knowledge more obviously – “I grew 

up to become a knower” (p. 3). It is the path that the protagonist of Cockroach came 

to embrace at the end of the book when he jumped on a leaf, as if it is a boat, and led 

it to the ‘underground’ as a cockroach escaping the murder scene. In Carnival, we 

see Fly steering his taxi as if it is a boat or his library (p. 20). The boat or sometimes 

the ship image is a direct declaration for a certain kind of journey or quest that he is 

going through. As for the library image, he is described as an avid reader of books 

which could be a metaphor of searching for knowledge and therefor a search for the 

‘self’. As a taxi driver, he sees himself as a “wanderer” roaming roads aimlessly 

which is also a metaphor of being rootless and detached from any specific land or 

origin. The fact that he does not want to recognize his own homeland, makes him on 

a continuous quest towards truths and knowledge. If we were to apply Ha Jin’s 

theory, our protagonist is an exile, who is somehow suffering from an illness, which 

is his thirst for knowledge (Jin, 2008, p. 68). A metaphor of this illness was detected 

by a doctor who suspected “some malfunction in the brain” (p.6). This brain illness 

is a metaphor of probably an unsystematic way of living and therefore of a blurry 

way of perceiving the surrounding. The path he follows is aimless and without a 

purpose. That is why probably Hage chose to write the novel in five acts where each 
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act sets the stage for certain characters to take the lead in the narration process 

hinting their significance in the journey of Fly.  

 The narration or the path of the plot dealt with different types of narratives. 

There were the narratives in relation to the family members or past acquaintances 

taking the role of guardians. There were narratives in relation to other migrants or 

people in exile. There were also narratives with the self. Regardless of the dialogue, 

overt or inert, they are all important to define the identity even if the ‘other’ does not 

exist in our life anymore or it antagonizes us.  (Taylor, 1994, p. 33). This dialogue is 

considered a s spiritual space for those alienated protagonists to express their 

worries, concerns, complexes about the past, the present and the future. Therefore, 

such space might contribute to a certain extent to creating a realm where their 

seclusion and alienation become irrelevant, allowing them perhaps to trespass all the 

anxieties, the rules, and the restrictions imposed on them in the real physical space 

(Grace, 2007, p. 146).  They even might end up imagining and creating a reality with 

their own rules that somehow allows them to cope with their situation in the broader 

society. For instance, this spiritual space may assist them to create or twist events, 

invent rules and even formulate a system that empower them.  

3.1 The Dialogue with the Family: The Childhood Guardians (The 
Family Space) 

	
Ha Jin (2008) assumes that migrants tend to have this tendency and the desire to 

return to their country of origin ( (Jin, 2008, p. 63). With Hage’s protagonists, at 

least in Cockroach and in Carnival, we don’t see this desire. There is a tendency to 

wonder why they are in a foreign land in the first place – “Where am I? And what 

am I doing here?” (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 9). They do have memories or stories 

about their home land but they don’t show a nostalgic feeling towards that land.  

Despite the fact that they might look emotionless and void of any clear feelings, 
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there were rare instances of vulnerability where Hage shows them as individuals 

capable of crying either because of a memory or because of a situation that reminds 

them of their past; they are more into the present moment; however, recalling past 

moments with the family or with childhood guardians contribute to delving into their 

psyche.  According to Paolo Boccagni, the narratives about family members who are 

left in the country of origin, dead or alive, are considered a system of standard 

against which the migrant will always measure the rules, the values, the daily habits 

he/she encounters in the hosting country (Bauböck & Faist, 2010, pp. 188-189).  

However, to what extent this is possible in the case of our protagonists? One is 

hinting that he is just narrating the stories that the therapist wants to hear and the 

other is embracing a world of imagination.  

The image of the mother appears in the first sections of both books. In Carnival, 

the first title in Act One is Mother. In this section, the protagonist Fly acknowledges 

his wandering nature due to the fact that he was born and nursed by a mother who 

worked in a circus that ‘crossed borders and foreign lands’ (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 

4).  After the father’s departure, this mother didn’t seem to care about her child and 

hanged herself because she couldn’t bare the idea that she was abandoned by the 

man she loved. In Cockroach, the second therapy session revolved around the topic 

of the mother. Interestingly enough, the image he portrayed about his mother was a 

woman who cursed her children calling them ‘filthy retard kids’ as she was arguing 

with her husband. In order to display vividly this image, he imitated his father’s way 

of talking, reenacting the memory in front of Geneviève, the therapist. Even when 

the therapist asks if he loves his mother, the reader is not quite sure whether he loves 

her or not (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 48).  
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Why would Hage have his protagonists display the mother image as detached 

and void of emotions towards her kids? The relationship with the mother determines 

certain aspects about the individual’s identity. It stands for the origin of the person.  

After all, ‘motherland’ is another word for the country of origin.  And the 

protagonist of Cockroach said that the therapists in that foreign land are always 

interested about issues in relation to the migrants’ mothers. The therapist is even 

interested about the family of protagonist’s mother. She asks about his grandparents 

trying to find some hint or recognition of his past values that might not fit into the 

public sphere of this new land.  

Most probably, the mother stands for identifying the level of belonging someone 

has towards a certain space or a geographical location. In both novels, the main 

characters are barely showing this sense of belonging to a certain nationalistic space. 

In both novels, as mentioned earlier, Hage avoids mentioning the nationality of his 

protagonists highlighting a sense of nationalistic detachment rather than a sense of 

nationalistic belonging. In Cockroach, perhaps there are very vivid implications that 

the motherland/country of origin is Lebanon; however, in Carnival, there is not one 

clear hint about the origin of Fly except that his father could be an Arab.  

Both works tackle scenes about other family members or guardians. Those 

individuals to a certain extent contribute to the identity of our protagonists. This is 

evident also through the dialogues and the narratives revolved around or with those 

individuals.  

In Cockroach to begin with, we have the protagonist’s sister and Abou-Roro, his 

mentor as he calls him. These two individuals relatively contributed to his adulthood 

in a very direct way. We witness dialogues and scenes with his sister whom it seems 

had an emotional impact on his life and whose death weighs on his conscience. 
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These dialogues/scenes provide a certain perception with respect to his relationship 

with women. He witnessed his sister’s growth from a child, to a teenager, until she 

became a married woman. With every stage, he discovers a new reality about her 

being a female in his life but also, he discovered his own reality as a man in her life. 

It seems they confided in each other and had some kind of chemistry. Maybe 

because of that he was traumatized by her death. His sister was killed by Tony, her 

husband before him coming to Canada. He kept her alive in his ‘stories’ to the 

therapist until near the end of the book.  

 The sister was the one who introduced him to the concept of transforming 

himself into a cockroach. When the shrink asked him about his childhood, the first 

thing he said, “In my youth I was an insect [a cockroach].” He admits that it was his 

sister who made him an insect/cockroach. They used to play the game where both 

would combine bodies to form the body of a giant cockroach. She is the one who 

made him fond of dark places as they used to play under the quilts imagining that 

they are underground (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, pp. 5-6). This play scene is 

foreshadowing the life of our protagonist in exile. He is embracing this cockroach 

identity that started with him in his homeland as a game in order to become later a 

lifestyle and way of living. As mentioned above, this interaction with his sister, a 

family member, made him measure his situation as a migrant in relation to the values 

and the habits he acquired in his country of origin.  

There is another scene where his sister called him “You little cockroach” 

belittling him when he told her to marry Joseph Khoury, their neighbor, hinting that 

she should leave her violent husband, Tony (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 235). Is it 

possible that it was an indirect call for help from her little brother? She probably 

wanted him to embrace his reality as a cockroach and probably be the creature they 
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both imagined. In fact, the protagonist started to experience his first phases of those 

fantastical transformations into some kind of a creature who is capable of slipping 

and hiding when Tony, his brother in law started beating his wife, the protagonist’s 

sister: 

I felt as I could slip from, under Tony’s hand and disappear under the neighbor’s 

door…I became lighter and more agile. I even slipped under his feet and jumped 

over his boots…I climbed the walls, flew over the ramp, landed on the floor 

below and escaped. (p. 101) 

Abou-Roro, his mentor, is a thief in the area where he used to live back in his 

homeland. He is the one who taught him how to sneak into places in order to 

get/steal whatever he wants. He happened to be also a man with homosexual 

orientation which could be the reason that led to his death. The protagonist hints a 

discrimination being practiced against homosexual individuals in his country of 

origin; however, this was not the real cause of his mentor’s death or at least not the 

only cause (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 133).  Again, this incident made him feel that 

he needs to assist people with such vulnerability where discrimination is practiced 

against them in one way or another. Farhood, his Iranian friend, had a homosexual 

relationship with a Canadian diplomat whom after he got him visa to Canada started 

to perceive his true eastern identity. The diplomat was no more fascinated by his 

exotic eastern heritage once he saw him in his homeland; he probably started 

perceiving him as a threat, as the “Other”. “…he slowly turned into a monster. I even 

thought he became a little xenophobic over time,” Farhood admitted to his friend, the 

protagonist (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 111). This led the protagonist to think of 

sneaking into the house of this diplomat to avenge his friend.   
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These initial transformations made him probably embrace the first stages of 

empowerment seeing himself capable of an act of agency in a community where he 

suffers from deprivation and discrimination. It is a moment that allowed him to 

identify himself through his interaction with the other.  

In Carnival (2012), the protagonist Fly had certain levels of dialogue with his 

mom, his father, the bearded lady and Otto. Each one of those contributed to a 

certain level of his “self” and his knowledge about himself. As mentioned earlier, 

Fly was born on the road in a circus where his mother met with his father who 

supposedly could be of an Arab origin, “traveller who owned a camel” (p. 3). He 

does not even remember his father’s name. The fact that his father was merchant of 

rugs who has carpets always “floating above the ground” contributed to Fly’s ability 

to fly/hover using his father’s carpets. He probably developed this ability after his 

father’s departure and at the time when his mom found solace by having 

relationships with the “Wolf Boy”, “the skeleton man”, magicians” or “the animal 

keeper” (p. 28).   Fly witnessed his mother’s loss being entangled in the ropes of her 

paralyzing situation, yet imagined his dad’s sense of freedom “crossing the world” 

on his camel (p. 28).   

The intertwining of both physical reality and the magical one through his 

parents’ dilemma contributed to Fly’s sense of perceiving his surroundings in a 

fragmented way. The only way he could make sense of this surrounding is by 

creating his own hybrid space that is seen as a magic space “involving absurdities, 

non-rational, dreamlike elements injected into an otherwise realistic, rational world 

with the purpose of a subversive rejection of the dominant culture” (Grace, 2007, p. 

119).  
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Even the way he perceives his family and other individuals who contributed to 

his growth is sometimes absurd and magical. His mom entangled in ropes, his father 

has flying carpets, the bearded lady is both a man and a woman. The intimate family 

relationship he had with those individuals as he was growing up made him perceive 

the world in an untraditional way; his brain sees things or imagines things that are 

probably not real. He seems to be raised in a way that made him construct a magical 

world transcending the physical boundaries of time and space and eventually he 

came to develop new conscious of his identity (Grace, 2007, p. 117).  Fly clearly 

confesses his ability and his willingness to “invite everyone to take part in [his] 

creation and recreation of world events” (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 16).  This 

universal invitation to change the world is based on his interactions with rebellious 

individuals who urged him to perceive what is beyond this physical world and to 

save through his imaginations and fantasies “poor prisoners” and “free the girl” 

(Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 18). 

3.2 The Dialogue with Fellow Migrants (Communal Space) 
	

Dalia Abdelhady says in her book, The Lebanese Diaspora: The Arab 

Immigrant Experience in Montreal, New York and Paris: 

Arriving in the United States, however, I sought out other Arabs, as this 

seemed a logical approach to forging friendships and communal belonging 

despite my lack of socialization into an Arab identity. (89) 

 In reference to Hage’s novels, Cockroach (2008) and Carnival (2012), the 

protagonists don’t seem to apply Dalia Abdelhady’ way of thinking regarding the 

migrants’ intention to integrate or to develop dialogue with fellow migrants coming 

from the same historical, cultural or national background.  In Cockroach, the 

protagonist who is clearly coming from a Lebanese culture is forming a dialogue and 
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an interaction with fellow migrants who are coming from Iranian background. He 

even finds a job as a bus boy in an Iranian restaurant.  In Carnival, Fly is interacting 

with different types of migrants, locals and individuals. This is probably due to him 

running away from a certain background which to a certain extent is a blurry 

background. Fly is an individual whose family, the mother and the father , defied 

logic and common sense in many details as mentioned in the previous section; 

maybe because of this , he developed an interaction with his surrounding in a way 

that also defies logic and common sense , creating his own rules and system  - “In 

short I have a system  that defies every methodology of documentation ever made or 

conceived” (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 46). 

 The protagonists in this case are attempting to develop identities is public 

spaces they create away from the ones imposed on them by their original cultural 

communities or by the dominant communities. These spaces are perceived as counter 

publics which according to Nancy Fraser (as cited in (Nicholls & Uitermark, 2018)) 

allow marginalized people “to invent and circulate counter discourses to formulate 

oppositional interpretations of their identities, interests, and needs.”  To a certain 

extent the marginalized create or invent these counter spaces or spheres because they 

are not granted the permission to be part of the prevailing public sphere/space either 

because they are of different culture or of different economic status; thus they are not 

allowed to develop an understanding of their identity within the official/dominant 

public. Their only refuge is to analyze their understanding of who they are through 

the marginalized spaces that “help them analyze power relations, [and] understand 

how such relations contributed to their subordination and exclusion, and express why 

this is a fundamental wrong that needs to be remedies through collective struggle” 

(Nicholls & Uitermark, 2018, p. 251). 
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 Being marginalized and not seen as part of the dominant public sphere, the 

protagonists of Cockroach and Carnival either interacted with other marginalized 

migrants/individuals in certain common subaltern spheres or at certain points created 

their own. The cafés, for instance, in both novels could be seen as counter public 

spheres to the dominant/official one where the migrants / refugees are seen 

interacting and dealing with each other ‘expressing common grievances, and 

enage[ing] in wide ranging debates concerning the righting of existing wrongs” 

(Nicholls & Uitermark, 2018, p. 250).   

In Cockroach, there is Artista Café and in Carnival there is Bolero Café. Both 

these cafés may be perceived as publics for the marginalized and an arena for 

developing a certain level of consciousness about the self and the other.  Before 

entering Artista café, Rawi Hage describes the main character taking off layers of 

hats, gloves, and scarves as a kind of metaphor of stripping himself from the rules of 

the dominant public sphere which is always referred to as “cold” where he 

considered himself trapped in this land. He is not even allowed to practice the 

freedom of looking at a couple through the window of a restaurant.  In the café, he 

just goes in as himself, a migrant. That café seems to be a place for refugees or 

migrants to hang out. The protagonist perceives it as a place where he feels he had 

control over those migrants who for some reason fear him or prefer not to deal with 

him. This could be because he tries to impose his rules on them within this space that 

grants him some kind of power or agency; their weakness and confusion about their 

situation in this new land amuses him where it is his chance to take advantage of 

them. This can be captured in the way he deals with an Algerian professor who can 

be to a certain extent a victim of the protagonist’s intimidation. In most of the café 

scenes in the novel, he goes there looking for this professor whom he sees as a 
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migrant who is trying to let go of his migrant identity by adopting the attitude of 

“French thinkers by smoking his pipe in dimly lit spots” (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 

10). At every chance, he tries to strip him from whatever money he possibly has in 

order to remind him of his destitute situation and that he can see his through his 

disguise. He even tries to feed the professor’s ego/disguise by offering him to buy 

stolen items, such as a briefcase, that would contribute to his false aristocratic image 

(Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 272). This interaction with the Algerian professor shows 

a paradoxical feeling for our protagonist who is drawn to the café, which is 

unwelcoming, in order to find migrants just like the professor whom he can practice 

his freedom from the laws and the rules of the dominant public sphere.  

 In Carnival, there is the Bolero Café where the taxi drivers gather to rest and 

socialize. It happens that these taxi drivers are mostly migrants in this cosmopolitan 

anonymous city and they find this café available for them twenty-four hours. Fly, the 

protagonist, clearly states at the beginning of the novel that he is drawn/pulled to that 

place in order to find consolation by evaluating/assessing the tired faces of the other 

taxi drivers whom he calls spiders, watching them trying to free themselves from the 

constraints of their job, a fact mentioned by Bouthillette (as cited in (Nicholls & 

Uitermark, 2018, p. 253)) who acknowledged the power of such places in pulling 

people together in order to find support and relative freedom from the limitations 

imposed on them by the public sphere. However, Fly sees those taxi drivers/spiders 

as lost souls in that Café. He acknowledges his difference and the fact that even as a 

migrant just like most of them, he sees himself as “oddity” among them (Hage, 

Carnival, 2012, p. 10).  Despite the fact that he is drawn to that place for solace as he 

says, he somehow does not perceive his migrant/wanderer self the way they do. First 

there is the obvious difference between him and the other taxi drivers who gather at 
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that café. He is a fly taxi driver and they are mostly spider taxi drivers. This insect 

metaphor has to do with the nature of their work routine which is mentioned earlier. 

As a fly, he is in continuous mobility, unlike the spider taxi drivers who wait for a 

call from the dispatcher to head to a specific location. This reference to their work 

routine could also be a metaphor of their perception of themselves as migrants. The 

spiders could possible hint their submission to the rules of the dominant public 

sphere which controls their movement. As for the fly, he is the driver who roams and 

wanders around with a relatively more freedom. Fly, the protagonist, sees those 

spiders as migrants who are caught up between two systems and thus adopting 

different identities. He hints this duality in identity among migrants in general also 

when they go to Club Ballayou. They head to that club “like belugas during a 

feeding frenzy in the Arctic” defying “the closure of orifices” (Hage, Carnival, 2012, 

p. 61). In there, the immigrants are young handsome dancers and by day they go 

back to being slaughterhouse workers, dishwashers or taxi drivers.  

Fly once cried over a joke the spiders were laughing at the Bolero Café when 

number 115 spider taxi driver called a local talk show. Because of his accent, the 

anchor thought it was an international call; he even commented that because of his 

accent, he shouldn’t have been allowed to enter the country. Everyone laughed but 

Fly left the café crying; he probably realized his loneliness among those 

migrants/outsiders who have started adopting double/multiple identities in order to 

fit in their surrounding: they act like the locals when in their counter public space but 

once outside this sphere they go back to their original self. Probably for Fly this was 

very overwhelming as he is perceiving himself an outsider all the time. He is unable 

to shape his identity to be part of this collective identity. He is a wanderer all the 

time: in his cab, with his books, in his imaginations and fantasies. He does not even 
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come across another “fly” which is a metaphor for his loneliness and isolation in this 

city. 

 Fly also interacts with other migrants and locals in two other spaces: his 

apartment and his cab. These two spaces can be considered as alternative spaces to 

the public sphere where he sets his own rules and system. These spaces follow the 

rules of Fly whose existence in such space provides him with “a certain degree of 

power and will” in order to deal with the stress of the broader public space (Nicholls 

& Uitermark, 2018, p. 264).  

 To begin with his cab, he prefers to consider it a boat or a ship; he even takes 

it to the extreme of considering it home where he likes to keep it clean ‘always shiny 

and swept and taken care of’ (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 20). In this space, his ship, he 

shows concern towards individuals who are considered vulnerable; he feels he can 

protect them or gives them support. He wants to give escape to those people. For 

instance, he once stopped his cab in order to let a young man take his needle – “I 

wanted him to finish and to leave my car and fly, dance, live and escape for a short 

while” (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 23). Also, this space allows him to protect women 

in distress such as Mary and Linda. Mary is a local, who has the same name as his 

mother, is a married woman with a passion for books just like him. The first time he 

met her was when she was with her husband in Fly’s cab. The husband was abusing 

her and Fly thought that he should save her –” When a woman cries in my boat, I 

turn into a sad infant and then a lover of the high, far seas, a daring buccaneer” 

(Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 47). The hostility towards Mary by her husband triggered 

in him the spirit of a savior acting like one of those characters or figures he conjures 

up in his imaginations and fantasies; the cab which he considers as his home / space 

provided him with the element of agency where he adopted the identity of a hero to 
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this woman; had he been probably walking down the street, he wouldn’t have 

interfered since the public sphere falls under the power of the dominant institution 

which probably might enhance his marginality and deprives him from this agency 

that he can find in his own cab. 

 Linda is a prostitute who is possibly a migrant, inferring from the way Fly 

describes her features – “Her Spaniard’s eyes, round as two big black olives, she 

looked like she had burst from a place where gypsies had met Arabs”  (Hage, 

Carnival, 2012, p. 52). She is also a mother for a boy, Tammer, who to a certain 

extent had a tough childhood. To start with Linda, he used to cover for her in case 

she had any issues with Fredao, a pimp from Angola. As for her son, Tammer, he 

took care of him couple of times when Linda used to leave him with Otto and Aisha 

(p.106). He also took care of him along with this friend, Skippy the Bug where in 

one incident they got into his cab in order to discover by the way they look that they 

are hungry – “No city masquerade, no costume, smile, or acrobatic act can appease 

the vacuity of hunger” (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 237).  They were trying to hide 

their hunger but he was able to detect it under their laughs. His cab was a refuge not 

just for him from the outside world but also for any vulnerable being, migrant, 

stranger, outsider or local.  

This roaming agency which is captured in how Fly perceived his cab was 

supported by his ability to read people in most of the times. As it is mentioned in 

more than one situation, he is a knower. He is a knower not just because he is an 

avid book reader but probably because of his interaction and the dialogue he 

develops with the other migrants or marginalized individuals. The cab is a mobile 

counter public sphere that is on a quest of finding and detecting individuals who 

need to develop some kind of agency in their life. 
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Unlike the cafés in both novels that are considered static counter publics that 

attract collective marginalized groups of people, the cab in carnival proves to be an 

effective mobile sphere that attracts individuals from different backgrounds who 

develop a productive power and eventually more freedom. The mobility of the cab is 

possibly a metaphor of the idea that existence needs motion which is a characteristic 

in both protagonists. They are both roaming and in continuous motion all the time. 

This motion and mobility guarantees their agency and their ability to discover and to 

be more conscious of their surroundings, helping them to discover their identity.   

3.3 The Dialogue with the Public Sphere of Institutions  
 

In modern liberal communities in general and in Canada in specific, 

multiculturalism is adopted as a sign of accepting the cultural diversity of the nation. 

Hommi Bahba believes that despite the noble idea of this system, it paradoxically 

leads to discrimination and racism due to the techniques followed by the local 

institutions to locate the different and to contain it (Bhabha H. , 1990). Taylor argues 

that there is a lot of debate over the practices of the multicultural societies towards 

immigrants and outsiders which has to do with the ‘impositions of some cultures on 

others’ leading to marginalization of certain individuals (Taylor, 1994).  

In Rawi Hage’s novels Cockroach and Carnival, we can immediately detect 

yet another kind of external conflicts that the protagonists are going through while 

interacting with the dominant culture and which eventually determine how this is 

actually interfering with how such individuals perceive themselves in such context. 

The conflict is with the powerful socio-economic institution which always remind 

our protagonists about their difference and that they, no matter how hard they try to 

integrate, are not ready from the perspective of the dominant institutions. Hage 

captured the discrimination practiced by the public sphere against the marginalized 
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by highlighting such theme in a micro level context which is a very vivid reflection 

of the situation on a macro level. The micro level context is usually captured in 

restaurants, schools, church, health institutions and police stations.  

To begin with Cockroach, the protagonist wanted once to work as a waiter in 

a French restaurant; however, the manager told him that the sun had burned the 

protagonist’s face, hinting that he had a dark skin and it seems only white skin 

individuals are allowed to interact with the customers (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 

29).  This explains the phenomenon that the protagonist talked about in a previous 

part in the novel where the French or the Parisians as he said are invading this north 

American city because the local government prefers to increase the white population 

which seems to be decreasing due to their low birth rate. The rejection he is dealing 

with in the restaurants is actually reflecting the local policy of the country which in 

turn is considered a reflection of Michel Foucault’s theory of bio politics. It is a 

theory which is based on regulatory policies of controlling masses by increasing the 

number of local population. Foucault (cited in (Collier, 2009)) believes that “such 

interventions share with disciplinary power the aim to maximize and extract forces” 

(p. 83). The Quebecois local government is probably trying to increase and to 

maximize its power by following certain discriminatory regulations. 

The discrimination against the dark-skinned individuals is about not 

accepting the Other and aiming for a world that is “monochromatic” as the 

protagonist describes the snow. The dominance of the snow in this city is probably a 

symbol of the white western and globalized culture’s dominance which does not give 

chance for other colors or cultures to appear or to have a presence: 
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 Nothing corporeal, nothing natural, should emanate from a servant. A 

servant should be visible but undetectable, efficient but unnoticeable …A 

servant is to be seen always in black and white.  (p. 85) 

And maybe because of that we see the protagonist drawn to dark places and 

to the underground hiding or retreating from the light to a world that accepts his 

reality as a marginalized individual where he goes into the extreme of embracing this 

reality by fantasizing and imagining himself a cockroach with super powers.  

The rejection practiced by the dominant culture on the protagonists is also 

practiced among the marginalized people themselves. Within the same context of 

micro levels of interaction, we can see that the protagonist in Cockroach is not 

considered for the waiter job in a Persian restaurant which is supposedly to be a 

context where the protagonist could integrate into easily. This is because he cannot 

speak the Persian Language which won’t allow him to interact with the customers. 

He is given the bus boy job which is a similar job to the one he was granted in the 

French restaurant. He even had to exaggerate his belief in God in order to be hired 

by the owner who was relatively a religious person (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, pp. 93-

94).  

This brings us to another institution that Hage’s protagonists are dealing 

with: the religious institution. In more than one occasion, we see the protagonists in 

both novels questioning the authority and the power practiced by religion and how 

this is interfering in shaping the people’s moral standards and eventually their 

identity. This institution is representing a power that the protagonists of Hage are 

trying to defy by creating their own belief system. This position is explicitly stated in 

the following lines when Fly was addressing the priest: 
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Well, Father, I think the only evil is you and your lot of delusional believers 

…I believe you are a hater of misfits, a suppressor of clowns’ laughs, scissors 

to the ropes of mountain climbers, chains to the wanderer, and a blindfold to 

the knower …a lover of power. (p. 176) 

This interaction with the priest is quite a mirror of how Fly perceives the 

authority of religion as an authority that denies people the freedom to perceive their 

real self. Instead of allowing Mary to embrace the knower self, the wandering self 

which she can reach by letting her read books, they send her to a convent to confine 

her, from the perspective of Fly, to one book, the Holy Book. In Cockroach, the 

protagonist also speaks with some negativity regarding the religious institution that 

practices its power by showing aggression towards delinquent individuals; When the 

shrink asks him whether he was hit by a priest he answers, “Well of course”. He 

even confesses that the shrink reminds him of the priests back home who just listens 

to the confession and tells him to go pray. He also confesses in front of the shrink 

whose job is to make him somehow repent or reconsider certain behavior and to 

avoid any future clashes with the dominant system once he is granted the refugee 

status and allowed to integrate in the community.  

In Carnival and in more than one occasion, Fly declares explicitly that the 

religious texts need to be modified - “ Man’s laws are self-preserving, nature’s laws 

are arbitrary, and God’s laws, I proclaimed, are in need of some serious updates…” 

(Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 31) ; he even goes to the extreme of stating clearly that he 

is not a believer in God or at least in the god that the religious institution is trying to 

shape in the minds of its followers – “May your god, if there truly is one, forgive 

himself for these inferior creations” (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 176).  
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Such a dialogue empowers his imagination where he starts fancying himself a 

“prophet” in a carnival admitting to his tent different types of people. He imagines 

that his prophet self has the power to save people from being puppets in attached 

strings to certain external forces. The women are promised a life of power by taking 

the forms of lions or tigers and men are promised a life free of burden  (Hage, 

Carnival, 2012, p. 177).  This untraditional and unconventional realm is a reflection 

of Mikhail Bakhtin’s theory in relation to his definition of the carnival symbolism 

within a literary context. Bakhtin perceives the carnival as a parody of an 

“established order” that is built on certain religious and social dogmas that restrain 

individuals from living a certain level of freedom (Pirnajmuddin & Amani, 2013, p. 

105). By embracing a prophet self, Fly’s carnivalesque nature creates a realm that he 

calls “Temple of Wonder” which could be perceived as a parody of church or a 

mosque and which he refers to as “the temple of joy and bliss” that will grant those 

who enter it a new life, “a new mask” which could signify a release from the old 

conventional way of living that is under the control of certain dogmas and 

ideologies.   

Hage’s protagonists had also a dialogue with the dominant Other through an 

interaction with institutions such as the heath and the police institutions. The 

dialogue with those institutions was through certain individuals who represent those 

systems which are perceived as a reflection of the dominant ideologies and 

perceptions prevalent towards certain communities or marginalized individuals. This 

eventually leads the marginalized individuals to either adopt an unauthentic identity 

imposed on them by those institutions or they might develop a rebellious nature that 

will place them in a conflict with their surroundings.  
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Health institution’s images are prevalent in both novels either through images 

of public health clinics or through hospitals and asylums. In Cockroach, the 

protagonist is asked by the local officials of Montreal to visit a psychiatrist to 

undergo an assessment before he is granted the permission to fully integrate within 

the community. He was caught attempting to commit suicide and they perceived this 

incident as a case that requires assessment in relation to the protagonist’s ability to 

coop with his life. The sessions with Geneviève, the therapist, revolved around 

dialogues that are mainly in the form of interrogations –” It was time again to climb 

the stairs of the public health clinic and sit in my interrogation chair” (Hage, 2008, 

p. 47) -  in order to find a hint or a clue of victimhood and inferiority. The health 

institution always assumes that these individuals need help. In more than one 

situation, Geneviève reminds the protagonist that she is there to help him (p.49) and 

he needs to show improvement or else she had to report this and to send him back to 

the asylum hinting that he suffers from a serious mental illness (p. 60). She urged 

him to show his vulnerability when she asked him if he had ever cried; he insisted 

that he never cried; however, we see the protagonist showing vulnerability away 

from the scrutiny of the therapist; he even thinks to collect his tears as evidence that 

he is capable of displaying emotions such as laughing or crying calling it “industry 

of tears” (Hage, 2008, p. 143). His interaction with the therapist made him embrace 

these moments of vulnerability rendering him an individual who is in need for help. 

Still, the moment he has shown power and agency, the institution, represented by the 

therapist, abandoned him. When he confessed that he broke into people’s houses, the 

therapist considered it a sign of illness but when he confessed that he broke into her 

apartment, she perceived it as an act of violation and possibly she acknowledged his 
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strength and therefore she assumed that she cannot help him anymore (Hage, 2008, 

p. 260). 

In Carnival, the health institution is captured as a more aggressive institution 

regarding its practice of power. Otto, the activist, had an encounter with the 

psychiatric health institution after being suspected of having a mental illness due to 

his lack of cooperation with the police. The interesting thing about his experience 

there is that the doctor started a conversation with Otto about his existence and 

whether he was sure that he did exist. Afterwards we see the institution prescribing s 

medication that would put Otto “in-between zone of consciousness and 

unconsciousness”, in a state of existence and non-existence (Hage, 2012, p. 122).  

There is a similar hint in Cockroach to the effect of the pills that the mental health 

hospitals give to the patients. The woman from the hospital clearly warns the 

protagonist not to take the pills since “they will transform you into what you are not” 

(Hage, 2008, p. 153). This underscores the idea that instead of providing support to 

these individuals, this institution is actually depriving them from the freedom of 

living their true identity. The health institution in this context is perceived through 

Foucault’s theory of bio power which is the kind of power that controls subjects that 

show non-conformity to the general norms of the dominant culture (Christopher 

Falzon, 2013, p. 305).  

Another institution that is also perceived as a disciplinary power and with 

which the protagonists had to deal with is the police institution. The interaction with 

such institution highlighted the identity of Hage’s characters within the foreign 

space. In both novels, this institution is captured as mentioned above as a state actor 

that represents the corrective and disciplining power towards the individuals who do 

not conform to the general rules. In Cockroach, the protagonist had an encounter 
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with the police when he refused to move away from the window of a fancy 

restaurant as he was caught staring at a couple eating inside. The state wants 

everyone to conform to its rules regardless of how this might have an impact on their 

identities and their sense of freedom. This incident made the couple recognize his 

existence and he became the center of attention after being an outsider or irrelevant 

(Hage, 2008, pp. 86-87). This encounter made him embrace the identity of the 

outsider and therefore he wants to trespass into the private and intimate world of 

those couple after he was denied the freedom of staring at them in a “public space”. 

He is even denied the pleasure of going up to the roof to stare at the stars since some 

lady called the police claiming he was “looking into her bedchamber” (Hage, 

Cockroach, 2008, p. 277). Again, this incident triggered in him a violent attitude 

since he ended up fighting with people at the Artista Café even though he was 

outnumbered by many but for some reason he felt a power that he “could have 

picked three more fights” (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 279). 

These dialogues with the Other contributed to the protagonists’ self-

realization and attainment of knowledge. It was like with every encounter a new 

piece of puzzle is added to their vague identities. They even start creating their own 

set of rules or systems. These rules or systems took them one step further towards 

the full recognition of their identity. 

The above examples are moments of a dialogue the protagonists or other 

characters had with the Other: the family, the friends, fellow migrants and the 

dominant socio-economic and political institutions. In these moments, there were 

consciousness gaps of how they perceive themselves. Their authentic knowledge 

about themselves and their set of morals and standards is going through a 

transformative phase. In one therapy session, Cockroach’s protagonist clearly admits 
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that “a mirror never reflects the same image twice” (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 130). 

This could be a statement about how his identity is in constant transformation. To 

Shohreh, his love interest, he says that he was half a human, acknowledging his 

incomplete transformation (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 245). Hage keeps his 

protagonist nameless in order to highlight the sense of loss and incompleteness he is 

feeling in this city which is dominated by cold and snow. The cold and snow are 

always captured as blinding the narrator/protagonist making him want to escape to 

dark areas and to the underground. In the moments where he had to face this cold 

snowy atmosphere, we see him transcending this situation by reconstructing his own 

rules. Walking on the snow and creating his own rhythm is seen as a symbolic act of 

transcending the power of snow which is somehow representing the dominating 

Other. 

Fly in Carnival is also in a state of incomplete recognition of his self. He 

calls himself Fly which could be because he never ceases to drive his cab aimlessly 

around the city or it could be because he imagines himself flying on his father’s 

carpet when he is caught up in his fantasies. The name by itself is a state of 

consciousness that is caught between the physical and the in-between state which is 

probably a “transformative space” as Grace Daphne calls it (Grace, 2007, p. 99).  

With his fantasies that roam the history of mankind, he is trying to develop a free 

and boundless consciousness that could stretch through time without confining him 

to a specific history. He develops these fantasies as an attempt to reconstruct his 

reality in two different spaces: his cab and his apartment. In his cab, he has his own 

rules that defy sometimes what a taxi driver should do where we see him interfering 

sometimes in the lives of people in distress as mentioned above; he even imagines 

that it is a ship or a boat reconstructing its reality in order to match his quest for 
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knowledge. In his apartment, he reconstructs the space by arranging his collection of 

books according to his own rules – I have a system that defies every methodology of 

documentation ever made or conceived (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 46).  

3.4 The Monologue with the Self, the inner Other 
	
 As outsiders in these foreign places, Hage’s protagonists are in quest of 

finding themselves and their value to their surroundings. Grace Daphne perceives 

this as an attempt by the migrants to relocate and reposition the self within the 

individual’s perception of the world (Grace, 2007, p. 158). There is a possibility that 

they don’t show a very conscious intention to this end; however, their actions and 

thoughts demonstrate this quest for the ultimate realization of the self. In both 

novels, there are moments of interaction between the protagonists fragmented 

incomplete identity and the inner Other. 

 To begin with, in Cockroach the nameless protagonist encounters his inner 

Other at different stages within his path towards the complete recognition of this 

self. In one of his first encounters, he saw a fuzzy reflection of his cockroach self in 

the mirror which at that stage he didn’t want to accept or to acknowledge, as we see 

him trying to cut off his imaginary cockroach whiskers (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 

118). This moment made him realize that his existence is trapped between two 

dimensions - I…am aware of two existences and they were both mine (Hage, 

Cockroach, 2008, p. 119). This overwhelming experience of trying to realize who he 

is is a gap moment which Grace believes is necessary to attain “growth of 

consciousness” and eventually the knowledge (Grace, 2007, p. 161).  

 Fly in Carnival seems to be embracing this gap in his consciousness; he is 

aware of his quest towards knowledge. He seems to be more comfortable about him 

belonging to two existences and spaces. His fantasies which revolve around him 
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embracing a character within a certain history involve an inner dialogue that 

sometimes stretch out in order to embrace his conscious reality. In his fantasies Fly 

can be a Turk soldier, a member in the Red Brigades in Italy, or Adonis in the 

ancient Levant. The fact he is more at ease regarding this state of in between-ness is 

because his mother was in a parallel world as the bearded lady told him, implying 

that his father’s departure rendered her lost and unaware of her existence (Hage, 

Carnival, 2012, p. 153). Even the bearded lady herself is an in between condition; 

she is a man and a woman at the same time and she is owning both realities. That is 

why Fly is embracing this “apparent dichotomy between the infinity and the Self” 

(Grace, 2007, p. 161).  

 At a later stage, the protagonists are seen embracing this “self” which will 

lead to the ultimate knowledge which eventually will grant them the power. They 

seem to adopt and live in a world that does not follow the usual physical laws. In 

Carnival, Fly seems to be more drawn into his fantasies and he is no more able to 

differentiate between the physical and surreal world. Zainab, his neighbor, told him 

that he needs help since in one of his episodes he was no longer able to tell who she 

was – You thought that I was someone else. Well, many someones (Hage, Carnival, 

2012, p. 219).  He seemed to be acknowledging the description of the wandering 

planets the professor who gave him the books shared with him. Those wandering 

planets are like exiled realms with no orbit, they go around aimlessly but they have 

more knowledge and reach far places. This is actually admitted by Fly when he 

decided to see a doctor to diagnose his episodes and told him that he might leave the 

country and never to come back. This reality is achieved at the end of the novel 

when Fly sees himself flying his cab over the city after only considering it a boat or a 
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ship. It seems he came to unite with his knowledgeable self or the self that seeks this 

knowledge and which cannot be fixed to a specific location (Grace, 2007, p. 102). 

 In Cockroach, the protagonist’s fantasy encounter with the giant albino 

cockroach which is possibly his other self demonstrates the ultimate knowledge he 

has reached about himself, about his reality as a migrant in that north city. The 

protagonist admits his refusal of the physical laws and eventually to the existence all 

together when he said that he refused to be a “subordinate” (Hage, 2008, p. 201). 

The other self, the albino cockroach, has always been part of him, in his past, his 

present and his future, however, our protagonist seemed to deny this yearn for the 

change and the knowledge which will grant this change. This cockroach self seems 

to be the consciousness that will make him reach his value in this world which will 

probably release him from his state as a marginalized migrant who has to follow the 

local rules in order to be accepted. Eventually, the unity with his insect self is 

captured as a statement that will grant him power and agency. The last scene in the 

novel demonstrates the ultimate acceptance of this self and he came to escape the 

murder scene to the underground leaving behind him a world that trapped his spirit – 

“I watched all of this happen as if it were taking place somewhere far away. 

Everything was soundless. Everything was unreal, distant and slow” (Hage, 

Cockroach, 2008, p. 305). 

 To sum up, the protagonists in both novels, though they seemed wandering 

around aimlessly, their dialogue with their surroundings and with their inner selves 

granted them a vision of what they want to be and of their ultimate purpose as 

migrants or exiled individuals. With every step, they take and with every interaction 

they experienced, they were coming close to unite with the consciousness that will 
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grant their existence some value and eventually the knowledge which is the power 

they need to survive the world. 
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Chapter Four 

 Multiculturalism: A space for Agency or 

Delinquency? 

 
In the previous chapter, we studied the significance of interacting and having 

a dialogue with the other in order to develop an understanding of the Self. 

Understanding and developing a clear consciousness of the identity is significant as a 

source of knowledge in relation to the individual’s value within the society. This 

value will determine the agency this individual is capable of exercising. This agency 

will most probably depend on the kind of recognition this individual will perceive 

from the perspective of his or her surroundings. For this recognition to be realized, 

the individual needs to determine the source of knowledge that will grant him or her 

a better understanding about his or her identity. In multicultural communities, the 

value of the recognition of this individual is most probably determined based on 

cultural difference and therefore it is a recognition that will see the other as different 

and not equal. 

To a certain extent, we can see that Hage in his novels dealt with the concept 

of multiculturalism both vividly and implicitly. The perception of this system as a 

public space unfolds a new perception of this sphere due to the dialogue between the 

individual and the dominant system. The dialogue between the cultural and the 

political institution on one hand and the individual on the other hand unfolds a 

different type of consciousness and consequently a new knowledge or recognition 

about the Self. This new knowledge may ultimately release and free the individual 

from the political, the cultural and physical boundaries that contain his existence and 
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his real Self. Eventually, once the individual experiences this liberation, the genuine 

Self of his existence will provide him with the agency to survive this world. 

 In both novels Cockroach and Carnival, Rawi Hage refers explicitly and 

implicitly to cities in the north. In Cockroach, Hage includes very explicit details 

about the setting of the novel. He describes the population of this city as being 

“invaded by whining Parisians” who come to this “Québécois American North” 

(Hage, 2008, p. 27). And it seems the protagonist is acknowledging the power of this 

culture, the French culture, as it is being favored by the local Quebec government 

which wants to increase the number of the French population by attracting the 

Parisians in order either to outnumber the immigrants who are reaching this land or 

at least to create a balance against “the herd of brownies and darkies” (Hage, 

Cockroach, 2008, p. 28).  This shows that multiculturalism is based on highlighting 

the difference among the different cultural populations. Will Kymlicka states that 

multiculturalism might have a noble purpose; however, he believes that the policies 

followed by the officials are discouraging immigrants from properly integrating 

(Kymlicka, 2001, p. 152). From the perspective of this view, the protagonist of 

Cockroach is situated in a conflict with this place which he always shows his 

animosity towards it by describing it as cold and covered by snow. 

In Carnival, the setting is not as clear as in Cockroach; the description 

provided about the place is that it is a city Fly came to settle in when the bearded 

lady, his guardian when he was a child, contacted her cousin who lived there (Hage, 

Carnival, 2012, p. 156). Fly in one incident referred to the place as “city of the 

north” (p.26) and it is a city that hosts a carnival. This carnival has its impact on the 

locals and the foreigners alike. Probably the best line to describe the effect of the 

carnival on this city is when Cyprian, a joint owner, describes it by saying, “It [the 
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carnival] may be good for business but it’s bad for my brother’s head. When they 

start setting up for the Carnival, he goes back to his fantasies” (Hage, Carnival, 

2012, p. 37).  The carnival therefore could possibly be the reason that trigger’s Fly’s 

imaginations, fantasies, and even memories and which he himself perceives as 

something abnormal seeking the help of a psychiatrist (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 

228).  

Regarding the choice of North cities as a setting for his novels, Rawi Hage 

explains in one of his interviews this choice stating, “North American cities have lots 

of ambiguities, in terms of history, places, characters, narration” (Hage, 2013, p. 14). 

Accordingly, it seems that Hage wanted to make some kind of a statement in relation 

to the western world in general. His main characters, who happened to be of an 

eastern origin, are in direct conflict with cities that are of western nature regardless 

what cities they are. Therefore, despite the fact that in Cockroach the name of the 

city is quite evident and explicit in more than one situation, he made it a habit 

throughout the novel not to refer to the name of the city as much as to refer to the 

environment being cold and hostile (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 193). As for 

Carnival, the city is anonymous giving the reader the chance to imagine any city that 

fits the description provided. 

The concept on which these cities is built promotes as mentioned above for 

multiculturalism which is supposedly to be a system that encourages integration.  

Instead Hage in his novels is highlighting the discrimination the immigrants and the 

minorities are suffering from in such communities. He is stressing the notion that 

their collective existence is questioned and their individuality is also questioned. 

Hage presented how the perception of the Other differs across boundaries and how 
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the interaction with the Other in different spaces develop a new knowledge about the 

Self. 

4.1 Power of Insects: Cockroaches from the underground and Flies 
from above 

	
 In Both novels, we cannot help but notice that there are certain images and 

metaphors about how the recognition of the Self is mirroring sometimes how the 

society is perceiving certain individuals.  As mentioned above, despite the fact that 

the events are taking place in western cities which are supposedly to be applying the 

values of liberal democracies, one main value missing in these liberal multicultural 

societies is the proper recognition of the other. According to Charles Taylor (1994) , 

“misrecognition can inflict harm, can be a form of oppression, imprisoning someone 

in a false, distorted and reduced form of being” (Taylor, 1994, p. 25). The ‘reduced 

form of being’ that Hage used metaphorically in order to illustrate this situation was 

through the images of insects: cockroaches and flies.  

 Rawi Hage’s characters are somehow dealing with this 

misrecognition in these host communities leading them to struggle to a certain extent 

with the inferior image projected on them. In Cockroach, the protagonist had this 

internalized inferiority of the self since he was in Lebanon, his country of origin. As 

stated in the previous chapter, he started this internal transformation into an insect, a 

cockroach, when he felt that he is being marginalized by his war-torn community. 

He is pictured as being capable of escaping dilemmas only by sneaking around and 

adopting a certain delinquent behavior which guaranteed his survival during the war. 

When he reached Montreal, a supposedly liberal multicultural community that is 

based on the respect for the other in theory, our protagonist seems to face a more 

intensified dilemma. The community seems to reject his presence unless it fits within 

certain criteria. This external conflict with the host community led to an internal 
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conflict questioning his authentic and original Self, a conflict demonstrated through 

the imaginary dialogue with the giant cockroach, which has this ultimate project of 

building an underground army that would change the status quo in this community. 

The protagonist is constructing his existence and eventually his survival on the 

notion of a cockroach that can sneak into people’s private lives. This enables him to 

be on top of their lives and their intimate details without them being aware of that. 

This grants him knowledge about them and eventually the power to manipulate 

them. This manipulation is seen as a form of delinquency from the perspective of the 

local laws and regulations. This delinquency culminates with the murder scene 

where he completely embraces the cockroach image which will guarantee his 

survival. After all, it is prophesied by the Two Jehovah’s Witness Ladies at the 

beginning of the novel that the cockroaches will be the only survivors if the ozone 

layer expanded enough allowing the sun rays to burn the earth (Hage, Cockroach, 

2008, p. 7). 

  In Carnival, we can detect the image of insects correlated with more than 

one character and at different times within the course of events. Again, this image is 

common among members from the migrant community: the spiders taxi drivers, the 

flies taxi drivers, and Skippy the bug. Right from the very beginning, the world of 

Fly is surrounded by the insect imagery; the second part in Act I has the title Rodents 

and under the title, he describes his building that is mainly occupied by migrants and 

insects. The spiders in the building however are watching the people; the janitor is 

sarcastically perceiving them as the “pest control” in the building (Hage, Carnival, 

2012, p. 8). There is a suggestion here that spiders are in charge controlling the 

world of newcomers and migrants. This is confirmed by how Fly describes the 

spiders taxi drivers who are part of a corruption and bribery system that is making 
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them get ‘fatter by the day’ (p.229). This kind of power is granted to them by the 

system that is imposing on them the image of static beings following the rules of the 

dominant system or culture. By the end of the novel, we see that the spiders were 

targeted by a serial killer probably as a kind of a political statement against this 

inferior image attributed to them by the host society. From the perspective of the 

anarchist movement, these spider taxi drivers are existing against their moving 

nature as migrants. However, once they became victims, the community, represented 

by the taxi commission, showed sympathy towards the victims by celebrating their 

weakness and paradoxically recognizing their inferiority.  

 The fly taxi drivers, as mentioned in the previous part of this study, are more 

of wanderers. Fly, the main character adopting this life style, is in a conflict with 

how the community is perceiving him and how internally he is perceiving himself. 

When he is asked whether his name refers to the insect or to flight, he clearly states 

that he is not sure (p.179). He is torn between being fly, the insect, which could be 

the inferior identity imposed on him by the dominant society and fly, the flying 

person, the identity that will be true to his originality and which he is trying to attain 

by being an avid reader of books, seeker of knowledge. Outwardly, he is having a 

dialogue with the other as described in the previous chapter. Inwardly, he is having 

an inner dialogue through his fantasies where he sees himself as either a Turk soldier 

in the Battle of Gallipoli, a victorious Julius Caesar, or a legendary Adonis. It is like 

he has been granted the memory of the human history which opened for him many 

sources of knowledge and therefore he has more Self potentials and possibilities 

outside the boundaries that are set by the society (Grace, 2007, p. 101). These 

historic dialogues make him redefine and realize an authentic Self, a self of a knower 

(Taylor, 1994, p. 31). This knower self is what is granting him the ability to survive 
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this world. He has the ability to read people – he is the guesser in the world of tents 

(Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 3). There is an assumption that he is probably guessing the 

effect of the carnival on this city which making people act in a bizarre way, wearing 

customs and masques to hide their true identities. Acknowledging this effect of the 

carnival, Fly embraces his ‘flying’ identity and Hage closes the novel describing Fly 

floating on his father’s carpet over the city, transcending this reality and escaping 

into a realm of ‘pure consciousness’ as Grace (2007) describes it (p. 101).  He 

embraces the description that the doctor who left him his books gave about the 

wandering planets: 

 They [wandering planets] are exiled bundles of matter that wander the 

universe aimlessly. These objects, he said, have no orbits and no host stars to 

orbit around them. Aimless, he said, wanderers, lost. But they got to know 

more and reach farther places. (p. 223) 

Fly, perceiving himself now as a wandering planet escapes the identity which 

is linked to a consciousness and an existence ascribed to him by the dominant 

culture. Fly even escapes the agency imposed on him by Otto. Otto asks for his help 

to impose his understanding and knowledge on the local community, and the 

community of migrants as a form of activism against the local and the global 

systems. They are systems which he believes are depriving the minority or the 

inferior population from their rights, making them live in destitute. Otto clearly 

states to the French journalist that “Violence and resistance are the only answer. 

Empire has to feel pain…” (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 208). Fly, for a limited time, 

came under the influence of Otto’s agency since he probably felt that he belongs to 

those underprivileged marginalized people whom the society perceives as insects 

infecting their lives. However, when this agency transformed into a form of 
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delinquency culminating by Otto being involved in murders, Fly reached a moment 

of realization “under the rain” that they, the exiled and marginalized people, are 

capable of harm.  

 Skippy the Bug probably is another manifestation of the delinquency of the 

people who are living on the margin of the community. The Bug reference may not 

be random on Hage’s side. He could have possibly meant it as a metaphor of the 

migrant or the marginalized individual who is undermined and not given the proper 

respect and recognition by the community. The result as Taylor (1994) argued would 

be inflicting harm which could appear in the context of the novel in the form of 

delinquency. After all, Skippy the Bug and Tammer were accused of murdering the 

psychiatrist, the CEO and the university professor. Skippy admits to these murders 

describing details with no remorse (p.279). They were implementing Otto’s political 

agenda by following a list that has “names of rich people” that they found in his 

place. These two young marginalized deprived uneducated young men could imply 

that delinquency is the ultimate result in multicultural communities that is built on 

the dominance of an ideology, the western ideology, which perceives the Other not 

just as different but as unequal and therefore is not worthy of all rights.  

In the context of both Hage’s novels and based on the above analysis, there is 

an implied acknowledgement by the dominant culture of the power of the ‘Other’ 

who might be a threat. Therefore, there will always be attempts to suppress the other, 

treating it with inferiority as an attempt to control this latent power. But for how 

long?   

Hage implies in Cockroach that the power of the population lies in its 

number. Realizing the policy of the local officials, the protagonist announces his 

prophecy to the French restaurant manager after refusing to hire him because of his 
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skin color by declaring, “Doomed you will be, doomed as you are infested with 

newcomers…Change is coming” (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, pp. 30-31). This 

prophecy stresses the power of the migrants and the minorities whose presence in the 

west –the cities of the north – can be considered a latent power that will emerge 

when its existence is threatened. This existence is based on labeling the outsiders 

through collective identities in order to fit within the multicultural system which is 

built on cultural difference rather than cultural diversity (Bhabha H. , 1990). 

4.2 Recognition Beyond Boundaries: Realistic and Fantastical   
Spaces 

	
 In both his novels, Rawi Hage has attempted to create spaces in order to test 

certain realities where there could be some kind of rational dialogue that is magical 

yet merged with the real world. He somehow deconstructed the rational reality with 

its clear dimension and reconstructed a realm through his novels that is close to a 

magical space. In Cockroach and Carnival, Hage presented spaces, both realistic and 

magical, that are based on granting recognition beyond physical, cultural, or political 

boundaries. 

In Cockroach, Farhoud, An Iranian friend, describes Iran as a “not 

homogeneous society…There are Azerbaijanis, Afghans, Turks, and…Arabs” 

(Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 111). This description entails a hint of multiculturalism 

in a place which is not Western; however, this multiculturalism is not perceived as a 

political system. It is more like a status quo of a mix of different eastern cultures that 

happened to meet in that place due to conquests or invasions. These invasions led to 

a mix between races. “And what army does not spread semen and blood,” said the 

narrator to his Iranian friend who used to be called Chinita by his Canadian diplomat 

lover as a hint to his Chinese-like features (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 111). The 

diplomat, Farhoud lover, accepted his exoticism and was fascinated by it when they 
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met in India, which is neither the diplomat’s nor Farhoud’s country, a suggestion of 

a space that is outside any cultural or political boundaries that would restrict their 

perception of each other. India could also be a representation of the colonialized east 

which is politically speaking is under the western rule with no explicit intention to 

change the culture of the locals in an attempt to maintain this fascination with the 

exotic orient. The minute the diplomat granted Farhoud access to Canada, his 

country, his perception of Farhoud has changed, no more treating him as his equal – 

“He [the diplomat] slowly turned into a monster. I even thought he became a little 

xenophobic over time” (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 111). The behavior of the 

diplomat towards Farhoud falls under one of the criteria that Kwame Anthony 

Appiah refers to as the treatment of certain individuals according to a certain identity 

labels (Appiah K. A., 2006, p. 16). The diplomat’s unkind treatment towards 

Farhoud in Canada is mainly ascribed by how the Canadian community labels 

individuals who belong to a certain group. This highlights the notion that the 

diplomat in his country recalled his geopolitical existence with respect to his 

relationship with Farhoud whom he does not perceive as his equal, but rather a 

stranger and an outsider. This brings us back to multiculturalism as a political system 

practiced in the liberal communities granting access to new comers from the east; 

however, this liberal system triggers certain struggles for recognition since according 

to Taylor (1994), it is a system built on ‘hegemony of Western culture’. This implied 

ideology denies certain minorities coming from historically colonialized regions a 

recognition (Taylor, 1994, p. 119). 

When the diplomat was released from the political and the cultural 

boundaries and eventually the ascriptions of the other by his dominant culture, 
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Farhoud was his equal because they were, according to Homi Bhabha in a 

‘transnational reality’ (Bhabha H. K., 1994, p. 6) .  

In Carnival, we can detect this ‘transnational reality’ between the mother and 

the father of Fly; however, it is closer to a magical reality. His mother to a certain 

extent could be a metaphorical materialization of the west which can be inferred 

from her physical appearance – “Trapeze artist with the golden hair” (Hage, 

Carnival, 2012). She also has the name Mary (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 27). The 

father on the other hand was a very explicit representation of the east with him being 

a merchant coming ‘from beyond the dunes’ wearing a turban and has carpets always 

hovering over the ground.  Fly’s mother was fascinated by his father’s oriental exotic 

image, the way the Canadian diplomat was fascinated by Farhoud. Fly then describes 

how his mother met his father performing an act together where she would ‘fly 

behind him [the father] as if gliding on water in space’ (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 27). 

This space can be perceived as a transnational reality where both worlds of the east 

and the west met in a compatible relationship. The whole space description that 

surrounds the moving circus is an in between space void of any cultural barriers or 

socially constructed binaries and dichotomies. The minute the father identified with 

his cultural identity, he walked away back to his east, leaving Fly’s mother 

devastated and eventually she committed suicide. Is it possible there is a hint that the 

West will cease to exist unless it practices its hegemonic culture over the East? Or is 

it possibly that Hage wanted to say that the East and West needs to find a way to live 

in harmony with each other away from any oppositions or ideological presumption 

about the other? 

This shows that the perception of the other is constructed based on the 

location, the geography and the culture. In the transnational space, the diplomat and 
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Fly’s mother experimented and experienced a world void of barriers between their 

culture on one hand and Farhoud’s and Fly’s father’s culture on the other; there was 

no dominant West and inferior East. There were individuals who could be 

compatible. It is a space that according to Grace (2007) could be a vision of ‘new 

global citizenship’ (p. 119).  

This space or realm is short lived in both novels. This world collapses once 

the orient’s charm and exoticism is no more the center of the relationship between 

those two cultural poles. How did the East lose its charm? The oriental exoticism 

that once fascinated the diplomat has lost its charm once Farhoud ‘trespassed’ into 

the Canadian soil. With Fly’s parents, the charm of the East had self-inflicted harm 

on the West. When the west treats the East as an object to be admired, it is depriving 

it from its true self and recognition imposing on this ‘Other’ identities and 

ascriptions that are not true to its origin. The Other in this case could aim to escape 

in order to find the true knowledge which will probably eventually grant him the 

power that is true to his existence. We see Hage creating images that highlight this 

sense of escape. In Cockroach, we see the main character escaping to the 

underground away from the light. In Carnival, we see Fly hovering and transcending 

his reality on his father’s carpet.  

The protagonists in both novels had an issue with their identity and they 

were, as mentioned in the previous chapter, in a quest to find their identity in this 

world through different dialogues with the other. And since their space of exile – the 

multicultural north cities – is trying to impose on them certain socially and culturally 

constructed identities, the protagonists within their contexts developed escape 

mechanisms that helped them transcend the imposed realities. These mechanisms of 

transcendence could be, according to Grace (2007), means to find new knowledge 
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about the self which happens only if you liberate this self from restrictions and 

limitations (p. 99). In our case, these restrictions are the attempts of the surrounding 

community to suppress the identity by highlighting its inferiority or by victimizing 

it. The local society highlighted their difference and the fact that they don’t fully 

belong; the therapy sessions in Cockroach are recommended by the local officials to 

be attended by protagonist after his suicide attempt in order to make sure that he is 

ready for integration instead of being sent to the asylum. The therapy sessions 

revolved around finding clues in his past that victimize him in order to be legible for 

assistance. His difference was also highlighted by the dominant culture as he was 

denied being a waiter in a French restaurant because of his skin color. In Carnival, 

Fly’s difference is also emphasized by the surrounding community based on his 

cultural background which could be attributed to an Arab-Moslem history due to his 

anonymous name and physical appearance. Probably that is why he picked for 

himself a name which is more of a symbol than of an actual name. In both contexts, 

those restrictions and limitations imposed by these ‘hostile’ surroundings led those 

individuals who are in direct conflict with them to find means of liberations which 

will probably grant them new knowledge about who they are. 

4.3 Belonging or not Belonging 
	
 “But how, how to exist and not to belong?” 

 (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 210). 

The existence and the sense of belonging from the perspective of the 

community should revolve around orbits structured by the dominant society. And 

since Hage’s characters happen to be outsiders in a multicultural community, they 

need to be part of a certain collective identity in order to sustain a legitimate exercise 

of power (Kymlicka, 2001, p. 158). In other words, an individual who does not have 
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a proper identification in relation to certain minority, will not be able to have an 

institutional voice and therefore his presence is not officially acknowledged. 

This is a dilemma that the protagonists and other characters are dealing with 

in both novels; In Cockroach, the main character is mainly coming from an Arab-

Lebanese background as many details explicitly and implicitly indicate; however, we 

don’t see him creating any kind of bonding with Lebanese immigrants. Instead we 

see him more in touch with an Iranian community. He even finds a job in an Iranian 

restaurant. Is it an escape from his Lebanese identity and heritage? Is it possible that 

he wanted to acquire or to seek new consciousness that will grant him a new path of 

knowledge about himself and his value in this world? Is it a political statement 

against the multicultural policy practiced?  These questions seem valid especially 

that he had always had these notions about his existence in this world and compared 

his situation to other immigrants. He acknowledges his situation as a migrant in this 

north city, Montréal; however, he does not pretend that he is something else like the 

Algerian professor who is trying to pursue the image of the rich locals in order to fit 

in (Hage, Cockroach, 2008, pp. 122-123). Our protagonist, on the other hand, 

acknowledges his poverty and his marginalization especially that he is always having 

oppositional encounters with the public institutions. These public institutions 

acknowledge his existence if he accepts to integrate. And in order to integrate, he 

needs to be part of a collective identity which in the protagonist’s case will make 

him untrue to himself. Our protagonist implies in one of his hallucinations with the 

giant albino roach who represents the world of migrants that if he accepts the 

identity of a migrant, it means that he accepts being part of an invasion project 

(Hage, Cockroach, 2008, p. 202). He refuses to succumb to collective identities 

imposed on him by the system and to a certain extent he wants to embrace his 
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marginalization as a statement of rejecting the imposed integration policies of this 

place, a fact that culminates in the last scene when he escapes the murder scene to 

“the underground”. 

Fly, in Carnival, is facing the same dilemma that revolves around his 

existence in a certain community which is an anonymous city that hosts a carnival; it 

is a city that hosts different kinds of people, locals and immigrants. This elusive 

description renders the city a place that is almost unreal, existing possibly in Fly’s 

imagination. He himself as a character is far from being attributed to a certain nation; 

there are implicit and rare details that hint his cultural background making him close 

to a universal figure living in this imaginary space. Thus, we see the protagonist not 

willing to pinpoint himself or to attribute his existence to a certain group whenever 

he is asked about his origin. Even in being a taxi driver, he does not seem to belong 

to the social norms of this job which is dominated by the migrant community. There 

are moments where he observes the taxi drivers’ community in terms of their 

perceptions of themselves and their consciousness about the dominant other. The 

taxi drivers acknowledge being oppressed and targeted by the dominant local culture 

through the image of the molesting taxi inspector (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 79). Still, 

we see this same oppressed minority adopt the same attitude and start to ‘complain 

about foreigners just like themselves…they start walking like big taxpayers…” 

(Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 104). Observing all this, Fly is conscious of not being able 

to be part of such mindset and sometimes he feels that his existence is probably 

jeopardized because he is unable to belong to this community. He is captured as a 

free spirit wandering around in real life and in his imagination.  
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As it shows, both novels dealt with the theme of belonging in multicultural 

communities. In order to belong and to fully integrate in these communities, you 

need to belong to a specific cultural or ethnic minority.  

Will Kymlica refers to post-multicultural criticism in order to highlight the 

gaps within such a system. From the perspective of some critics, multicultural 

system might seem like a space that promotes for freedom; however, it acts as 

‘cultural straitjacket’ since it denies individuals and members of a certain cultural 

group to cross the boundaries of their cultures into other cultures. This, according to 

the critics, might deny those individuals the freedom to redefine themselves 

(Kymlicka, 2015, p. 229).  

In Cockroach and in Carnival, characters go through certain psychological 

and ethical dilemmas trying to figure out who they are and where they belong. The 

local system in both novels perceive these dilemmas as signs of insanity and the 

solution is either therapy sessions or the asylums which can be considered metaphor 

of the ‘cultural straitjacket’ concept that is referred to above. In other words, the 

system believes that these individuals need to be contained. To be contained means 

to fit in the criteria of certain stereotypes from the perspective of the dominant 

culture. 

Hage in both novels anticipates through the main characters and other 

characters the ultimate result of such systems that are denying the individuals the 

freedom of expressing themselves outside the orbits designed for them by the 

system. Both novels imply violence as a result of this process of marginalization of 

these individuals. In Cockroach, the main character ended up involved in murdering 

an Iranian official to avenge his beloved, Shohreh, who was prisoned and raped by 
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this person. Otto, in Carnival, was denied peaceful activism, so he resorted to 

violence and started being involved in a serial killing process of the taxi drivers.  

The common aspect between the victims in both contexts is that they are 

migrants: Shaheed is from Iran and the taxi drivers are mostly migrants from 

different places around the world. To a certain extent, Otto’s killings of the spider 

taxi drivers whose shifts was the night shift could be a realistic representation of the 

main character in Cockroach chasing cockroaches in his kitchen down the drain. The 

cockroaches are seen as the outsiders and the migrants whom the protagonist does 

not want to be part of. He sees them as an army that has an ultimate grand plan of 

change. Otto in Carnival is an activist joining “a large march organized by 

community groups, unions, leftist intellectuals, anarchists, and activist” mobilizing a 

protest against a regional summit (Hage, Carnival, 2012, p. 110). Whether it’s the 

protagonist of Cockroach or Otto in Carnival, both examples demonstrate conflicts 

that are under scrutiny in their societies.  

Kymlicka questions the regulative procedures followed in multicultural 

societies in order to control minorities. From the perspective of the critics, 

multiculturalism might trigger the emergence of certain types of activism that will 

force members within the minority to embrace the difference ideologies. Thus, is it 

possible that by killing the spider taxi drivers, Otto was imposing his own ideology 

on the migrant community and other minorities by spreading terror among them 

forcing them to act against the status quo of how migrants and minorities are being 

treated? Especially that those murders were accompanied by other killings: the 

psychiatrist, the professor and the CEO. Is it a complete rejection of all the systems 

that are considered the premises of any liberal democratic country? After all, these 

murders can be seen as metaphors of targeting the health institutions, the educational 
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systems, and the economic policies followed in the western communities, a plan for 

ultimate change and a revolution in the democratic liberal systems followed globally. 

Otto’s action in Carnival can be the interpretation of the project that the giant albino 

cockroach referred to in Cockroach. 

 Hage probably is calling the attention of the liberal multicultural societies to 

the issue that leads some individuals to ‘delinquency’ rather than agency. It seems 

such individuals feel that the multicultural policies are pressuring people to adopt 

one speaking voice within a certain collective identity, denying some individuals 

from adopting an independent identity. Because they are not granted the freedom to 

experience new ways of knowledge about themselves and about the other, those 

individuals feel that they are contained by the bureaucracy of the liberal 

multicultural systems (Kymlicka, 2015, pp. 239-240). 

4.4 Dialogue or Clash?  
 

Universally speaking, the world is a multicultural global village; it does not 

consist of one culture; however, this multiculturalism is accepted and considered 

relatively ‘safe’ as long as each culture maintains its location; the minute a culture 

attempts to trespass its boundaries, it becomes a threat. Hage, to a certain extent, 

highlighted through certain scenes and images this confrontational attitude between 

two cultures. In Carnival, Fly encounters moments of discrimination from the 

dominant society. There is this incident where Fly picked up four people wearing 

“white suits”, probably a symbol of the white culture. Those people picked on him 

because of his skin color which he tried to attribute to him being from Brazil, 

probably realizing that if he declares his Arab-Moslem identity, he might face 

violent reactions from them. This “Brazil” maneuver did not work and they were 

able to detect his name on the dashboard of his cab, starting to call him names such 
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as “towelhead” or “camel jockey” implying he was Moslem or Arab and they event 

wanted to deny him his fare simply because he lied about his identity (Hage, 

Carnival, 2012, p. 32).  

On the other hand, Edward W. Said (1996) believes that a clash is not always 

the inevitable result of oppositions. He states that studying the history of the clash 

between cultures may lead possibly to a dialogue between those culture (p. 271). 

Hage, through his novels, implies his interest in history, be it personal or universal. 

The interest is mainly to capture the complexity of the human experience within a 

certain conflict. The conflict between the individuals as migrants and minorities on 

one side and the dominant culture on the other is not merely a conflict due to 

obvious and binary divisions between the East and the West. According to Said this 

will be just one reason of the conflict. The reasons are rooted more in the personal 

history of the individuals and their psychology, rather than just the fact that they 

come from a certain geography or cultural background. In Cockroach, the personal 

history of the protagonist is dominating the novel. His internalization of the 

cockroach image started due to domestic issues that he encountered in his country of 

origin and it built momentum when he reached Montreal. In Carnival, Fly’s personal 

history intertwined with the universal history rendering them almost inseparable. His 

historical fantasies merge with his reality as a foreigner in this carnival city.  

Thus, it is valid to say in this context that there could be a shared 

responsibility laid on the hosting western communities and the migrant individual in 

relation to accepting the Other. In multicultural communities, there is a responsibility 

entailed by all the cultures involved to examine all the historical reasons that led to 

the current divisions. If no genuine attempts are implemented, the oppressed will 
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keep on showing animosity towards the oppressor and more acts of delinquency will 

be observed. 

Thus, in reference to the title of this chapter, Hage is probably attempting to 

portray through his novels different interpretations of the migrants’ lives in 

multicultural western communities. The protagonists in both novels present migrants 

who encounter conflicts with their surrounding which is perceived as a dominant 

culture. The dominant culture is a space that hosts different cultures from different 

places around the world. As much as it seems as a liberal value in accepting the 

other; however, accepting the other also entails accepting him or her in relation to a 

specific culture which is the main conflict of the protagonists in both books. They 

seem to be in a quest to escape any affiliations imposed on them by any culture: be it 

the dominant culture or even their own. They became resistant agents against any 

attempts of having them pinned down to an identity that is not theirs. The metaphors 

of insects highlight the inferiority the individuals feel in these host communities but 

they paradoxically infer the power and the agency of resisting this reality. The image 

of cockroach is captured as the ultimate survival image and the power of the 

migrants’ community in altering realities by trying to resist the agenda of the 

dominant culture in labelling those migrants as refugees or as minorities. Also, in 

Carnival, the image of insects highlighted by the name “Fly” infer the agency to 

escape by flying away from the surrounding and the city that tries to pin people 

down to certain identities, an inference captured in the last scene of the novel. This 

power of escape or resisting the dominating ideologies can be perceived as agency 

from the perspective of the migrants; however, if this agency confronts the system, it 

might be perceived as delinquency and the people, in this case migrants, practicing it 

are outlaws. However, can a balance be found between the agency and the 
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delinquency? Hage is dramatizing through his novels this dilemma: In one novel, we 

see a cockroach with sneaking superpowers that can even sneak into people’s 

dreams; in the other novel, we see a fly with a vivid imagination that transfers him 

into non-existing realities allowing him to live various identities and various lives.  
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Chapter Five 

 Conclusion 

	
 This study is mainly about taking two of Rawi Hage’s novels, Cockroach and 

Carnival, and deal with them as potential diasporic or immigrant literary texts that 

could aim to be a platform of representing the challenges the Arabs in general and 

the Lebanese in particular face in the host countries. Despite the declaration by Hage 

that he does not write immigrant literature, both works included many details in the 

protagonists’ and other characters’ daily lives that the reader cannot but notice their 

significance in the field of migration studies. 

 Accordingly, the study focused on detecting images and metaphors that 

enhance the understanding in relation to the themes of identity and power. These two 

main themes were selected due to the overwhelming sense of loss and wandering the 

characters of these novels suffer from. It is overwhelming that Hage chose to unfold 

the events through non-linear plots; flashbacks to a personal and universal history 

are quite dominant where the reader perceives the oscillation between different 

moments within the timeline of the characters’ lives making it quite challenging for 

them to properly integrate or to show their sense of belonging to this new 

community. This sense of loss was enhanced due to lack of proper dialogue from the 

perspective of the surrounding. The surrounding which could be the family, the 

migrant community and eventually the dominant institutions controlled by the 

dominant culture. 

Thus, the scope of this study mainly revolves around studying how those 

characters are attempting to make sense of themselves as individuals on a social and 

personal level and how their surrounding is contributing or not contributing to this 
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Self-discovery journey due to the social, economic and political dominant ideologies 

prevalent. 

As it is clear, the method of analysis is discourse literary analysis. It revolved 

around detecting images and metaphors in Hage’s texts that support the themes 

chosen. This analysis was supported by theories in relation to the construction and 

the developing of an identity and clear consciousness of the self. Charles Taylor, 

Will Kymlicka, and Homi Bhabha contributed to the understanding of the explicit 

and implicit dynamics of implementing multicultural policy and how dominant 

cultures may play a role in oppressing identities.   

Daphne Grace (2007) in her book, Relocating Consciousness: Diasporic 

Writers and the Dynamics of Literary Experience, contributed to the understanding 

of how the development of consciousness and having it reach to the pure stage could 

lead to a full understanding of the identity. This understanding is attained due to the 

knowledge acquired about the self via the dialogue with the Other. 

 This study launches with a thorough investigation of literature review 

revolving around the Lebanese diaspora, its history of migration and the cultural 

production of each migration influx. There was particular emphasis on the Lebanese 

immigrant literature in North America and how the themes of the cultural production 

changed with every new wave of the Lebanese immigrants and authors where the 

focus of the themes had to do with the kind of identity the literary works wanted to 

portray. Lebanon, with the prioneer Lebanese immigrant authors, was perceived as 

the land of purity, spiritual exoticisms, family and morals. These themes dominated 

the diasporic Lebanese cultural production until the eruption of the Lebanese civil 

war in the 1970s. With this traumatic event shattering all values of unity and where 

each political party had its own definition of the Lebanese identity, a new type of 
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diaspora literature emerged in relation to the form, the structure and the themes. The 

form and the structure of novels came out chunked and fragmented reflecting the 

torn country. As for the themes of such works, they also revolved around fragmented 

and lost characters that lived a sense of alienation in the host countries; this sense of 

alienation was enhanced by the loss of security in Lebanon due to war.   

 Scholars started to investigate the dynamics of the Lebanese Diaspora which 

started developing new identities in the host countries. These investigations focused 

on the interactions or the dialogues the Lebanese immigrants started with other 

cultural identities in different places of immigration adding new layers to the 

Lebanese Diaspora identity. This eventually led the Lebanese immigrant authors 

such as Rawi Hage to go behind the national dimension of the Lebanese identity. As 

if they are no more connected to a specific center which is Lebanon but rather to 

more than one center. 

 This thorough investigation of the Lebanese diaspora and the literature 

produced by immigrant authors led to an understanding of the long history of 

influences and the evolution that took place regarding the topics discussed and the 

different forms of literary text. Rawi Hage’s works as part of the Lebanese 

immigrant canon came as a result of this long history of immigrant literature; 

however, readers and critics alike cannot help but notice Hage’s originality in 

dealing with the challenges the immigrants encounter in their host countries. His 

originality lies in the way he presents the quest the main characters go through in 

order to find themselves and to have a full knowledge about themselves as outsiders 

in the host countries. Hage is more concerned about displaying the vulnerability of 

the Lebanese, Arab, and eastern migrant in the western communities. This 

challenging situation is placing Hage’s protagonists in a confrontation with the 
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dominant culture and its systems; therefore, they seek escape or sometimes 

delinquency since they are not accepted as potential citizens and consequently they 

are denied full integration until they conform to the collective identity of a minority, 

becoming second class citizens. 

 In chapter III, the study starts analyzing the texts, Coackroach and Carnival, 

from the perspective of dialogue as a medium that helps the protagonists reach the 

ultimate knowledge about who they are in their communities. It is a knowledge that 

might grant them the pure consciousness which by itself could be a source of power 

and agency on an individual and social level. There was analysis of dialogues in 

public spaces and counter public spaces. The public spaces were mainly interaction 

with the family, childhood mentors, friends from the migrant community, and the 

institutions. It is found that in every space, the dialogue with the Other granted the 

individuals a piece of a puzzle about his true identity. It is found that in the migrant 

community, if the public space which is mostly controlled by a dominant Other does 

not grant the individual the freedom to interact in a certain way, counter public 

spaces will emerge as an alternative. Usually the counter public spaces do not have 

the dominant Other and in this case individuals may discover a layer of the self. 

There is a possibility the migrant may practice or take the role of the dominant Other 

since this sphere grants them this freedom. This is the case in both novels where 

cafes were spaces for the migrants and the outsiders to interact with each other away 

from the scrutiny of the dominant culture. In Cockroach, Artista Café’ was a counter 

public for the protagonist to go and find other migrants in order to take advantage of 

their vulnerability. He was unwelcomed in that space as he always had a negative 

and sometimes negative interaction with this community whom he finds it difficult 

to belong to. Fly, in Carnival, is seen going to Bolero Café which can also be a 
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counter-public space; however, Fly goes there mainly to observe the other taxi 

drivers mainly the spiders. Simply because he has a belonging issue, going to that 

place reminds him about his marginality in the community. Chapter III’s final part 

tackles an analysis of the dialogue or a monologue with the inner Self which will 

provide the last piece of puzzle in order to attain the ultimate knowledge about the 

individual’s authentic identity. Eventually, this knowledge shall grant them the 

power and agency within their communities. 

Chapter IV deals with how discovering the self in a multicultural society 

could lead to a confrontation with the surrounding. Once the Self attains knowledge 

about itself and reach the level of pure consciousness, the individuals gain 

understanding about his or her individual identity. The chapter discusses how 

multicultural policies deny the individuals this individuality and instead they want 

them to be part of a collective identity in order to have an official recognition. The 

protagonists of both novels are seen in direct confrontation with this notion. Their 

individuality seeks recognition by the Other; however, the Other wants them to 

conform to criteria that in their case suppress and oppress them as individuals. It is a 

kind of oppression that internalizes in them an inner inferiority that lead them to 

another inner conflict. It is either to embrace this imposed identity or to live true to 

their true and authentic understanding of themselves. The result could be that 

individual wants to be true to this individuality by embracing the agency that would 

allow him or her to lead a change. The risk in this is that the agency could lead to 

delinquency. Otto, Fly’s friend and activist, realized that he cannot be but true to his 

acquired knowledge about himself and the Other. His activism led him to go into a 

confrontation with the local officials who perceived him as a delinquent who needs 

therapy, triggering in him violent behavior culminating in murders. 
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As migrants, the protagonists are aware of their ability to lead a change and 

not to accept the status quo of the migrants and the minorities in the supposedly 

liberal multicultural communities that are built on the theory of respecting the Other. 

Hage implies in his novels that unfortunately, there is not respect. There is an 

oppression instead and it is built on the notion of West vs East. In other words, it 

may represent a clash between the civilizations. This clash leads the western 

communities to perceive the other from the lens of power. Thus, the inferior Other 

will always be captured as not worthy of respect or the proper political recognition.  

In both novels, Hage included images and metaphors that highlight this 

discriminatory treatment towards the migrants and the outsiders. In Cockroach, there 

is the dominant image of the white snow, inferring the dominant white western 

culture, in the city that is threatened by the invasion of ‘the darkies and the 

brownies’ (Hage, Cockroach, 2008). Also in Carnival, Fly encounters certain type of 

treatment from a supposedly dominant white culture implied in the scene where four 

people wearing “white suits”, probably a symbol of the white culture. (Hage, 

Carnival, 2012, p. 32). These images come at the heart of critiquing the multicultural 

communities that might not represent the salvation the migrants are looking for.  

These above examples highlight the West-East dichotomy which somehow 

Hage tried to deconstruct in ‘Transnational Reality’ concept mentioned in Chapter 

IV. This reality is based on eliminating all boundaries be it physical, social or 

political freeing the individual from imposed identities and from constructed social 

and political concepts about the Other. It is a reality that might guarantee a sense of 

respect between both worlds. This sense of respect will be attained when migrants 

try to be more self-assertive and persistent in relation to how they want to be 

perceived. They can embrace the positivity that is implemented in their identification 
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as migrants rather than yielding to the negative labeling the world and the society are 

trying to impose on them. 

I hope that through the study we can see the significance of literary 

production in being a platform that could shed the light on the possible stories of the 

individuals who are living this situation. Literature can give voice to the voiceless 

and it can even voice out inner conflicts that cannot be voiced out in other platforms. 

It is true that there is a sense of exaggeration and vivid imagination entailed in 

narrating stories but such stories do help creating images in reader’s minds and 

trigger thoughts and emotions that cannot be captured with just numbers and 

theories. Such study can probably be further developed by adopting a broader scope 

of analysis where more Arab migrant authors can be targeted in order to provide a 

more authentic analysis of literature as a platform to study the social theory in 

relation to the field of migration studies. 
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